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‘parametricism’ has come to play a major role in contemporary architectural design and is now considered the dominant style for avant-

garde practice. This thesis argues that despite parametricism’s unique capacity to articulate programmatic complexity, visual and intellectu-

alized imperatives at the loss of experiential imperatives have limited parametricism as a medium through which architecture is produced, 

promoted, and evaluated. Architect Juhani Pallasmaa believes that this leads to the deprivation of vital human existential questions that 

enable us to relate to our built environment and that provide meaning to that environment. this thesis explores how parametric architecture 

can further develop by addressing the deficiencies that Pallasmaa has described, to further incorporate a sense of temporality, experiential 

depth and personal belonging.

based on these critical examinations, the second half of the thesis includes design experiments which test the integration of sensory expe-

riences within parametric design. archives new Zealand has been selected as the vehicle for this design exploration because throughout 

history, archives have symbolically represented important spaces in cities to express the re-connection of our history and culture. today, 

however archives are often perceived as little more than secular storage for objects and documents. the thesis tests how the interior design 

of a nation’s archives can be conceived through parametricism, while also incorporating symbolic and phenomenological imperatives. 

This thesis concludes with five interior design experiments that are each derived from this experimental design process. The five interiors 

illustrate the mediation between parametric and phenomenal imperatives. these experiments conclude that through critical application of 

sensory imperatives, we may reconnect our human existence within the parametric world.

abStract
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1 theSIS format
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• Chapter 1 summarizes the format and objectives of my research, and the chapters that follow represent the study and outcomes of 

the research work.

• Chapter 2 is the theoretical argument central to my thesis. The chapter firstly introduces parametric architecture and justifies the im-

perative to incorporate human engagement within parametric environments.  the chapter then provides an understanding of phenomenol-

ogy as an approach to looking at architecture from within the consciousness experiencing it.  The chapter examines five different sensory 

systems that Juhani Pallasmaa argues are able to heighten phenomenal experiences. Subsequently, the chapter highlights the fundamental 

elements that function to stimulate all the five sensory systems discussed previously. It further addresses three fundamental architectural 

qualities which distinctly differentiate parametricists from phenomenologists: weight / weightlessness, light / shadow, and materiality / 

time. Finally, the chapter concludes by outlining potential solutions for integrating both “opposites”. The essential qualities of phenomenal 

experiences that are explored in this chapter offer a foreground to my thesis and lead to a series of design experiments in the following two 

chapters.

• Chapter 3 is the introduction to and analysis of the chosen site for an experimental design. The chapter is divided into four sections. 

The first section introduces Archives New Zealand as the vehicle for design exploration, highlighting its inherent capacity to express itself as 

a symbolic architecture for existential experiences. the following sections are assessments of the site, beginning with the urban context of 

I. theSIS format

theSIS format

this chapter is the introduction to my research. It organizes and outlines the focus and argument of my thesis. the objective of the research is to inte-
grate sensory experiences within parametric architecture through experimental designs which involve revealing and defining the fundamental essence of 
phenomenal spaces in terms of sensory responses. the structure of the thesis is comprised of two primary components: an essay addressing the urgent 
need for parametric architecture to look beyond aestheticism and experimental formalism to engage our senses and human identification, and a series of 
design experiments that tests the integration between irreconcilable opposites of parametric and phenomenological imperatives.
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Wellington City, to the immediate context of Thorndon district, and finally to the Archives New Zealand building. The objective of the analysis 

is to uncover potentials and contextual opportunities for developing a parametric interior intervention in the following chapter.

• Chapter 4 incorporates the experimental designs and conclusion to the thesis. The objective of the chapter is to test the integra-

tion of sensory experiences within a parametric environment, mediating “irreconcilable opposites” of parametric and phenomenological 

imperatives. The chapter is divided into three sections. The first section establishes the concept manifestation and its designing guidelines, 

highlighting possible methods for integrating these diverse imperatives. the second develops an overall conceptual design for archives new 

Zealand illustrating the design initiations and the evolution to the interior visualizations. The third and final section of the chapter serves as 

a conclusion for both the chapter and the thesis. the section tests the results of the integrated imperatives in plan as well as 3-dimensions 

(spatially), using five interior design experiments that embody realizations of a final robust hybrid resolution.

theSIS format
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2 realIZIng a poetIc VISIon In parametrIc archItecture 
through SenSory experIenceS

tadao ando. Sayamaike historical museum, osaka, Japan. 2001figure 1. 

the current over-emphasis on the intellectual and conceptual dimen-
sions of architecture further contributes to the disappearance of the 
physical, sensual and embodied essence of architecture. contemporary 
architecture posing as the avant-garde is often more engaged with the 
architectural discourse itself and mapping the possible marginal territo-
ries of the art, than responding to human existential questions. 

Juhani pallasmaa, the eyes of the Skin: architecture and the Senses 
(1996)
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I. IntroDuctIon: looKIng beyonD aeSthetIcISm

theoretIcal argument

this section outlines the hegemony of parametric architecture within avant-garde architectural practice today and why it claims to succeed as the new 
style, highlighting the defining heuristics of parametric architecture that aim to deliver complex order for complex social institutions. This section outlines 
how these parametric design methodologies lead to an over-intellectualized and visual/intellectual-dominant approach to the built environment. In this 
context the section introduces Juhani pallasmaa and his concerns that the dominance of aestheticism and experimental formalism in contemporary ar-
chitecture leads to the deprivation of human existential questions. This section outlines the main areas of dispute concerning the urgent need to address 
a meaningful order in human life and integration of sensory response mechanisms in parametric architecture. this section establishes the elements that 
pallasmaa believes need to be incorporated in order to achieve a sense of temporality, experiential depth and belonging. 

Zaha hadid archiects, Kartal-pendik masterplan, figure 2. 
Istanbul, turkey, 2006

Architecture, as with all art, is fundamentally confronted with questions of human existence in space and time, expressing and relating man’s 
being in the world. Architecture is deeply engaged in the metaphysical questions of the self and the world, interiority and exteriority, time 
and duration, life and death.1

In the past 2-3 decades, digital technologies have had a significant influence on architec-

tural design. from the early use of digital drafting applications to the more experimental 

contemporary use of generative design tools, parametric design has now come to play a 

major role in architectural development. So pervasive is the application of its techniques that 

parametric design is now evidenced at all scales from architecture to interior design to large 

urban design applications.  In July/Aug 2008 Patrik Schumacher, a partner at Zaha Hadid 

architects, wrote an article “parametricism: a new global Style for architecture and urban 

Design” that proclaimed parametricism as the new profound style for architecture and urban-

ism. Schumacher believes that parametricism is establishing hegemony within avant-garde 

architectural practice today due to its creative exploitation of parametric design systems to 

articulate increasingly complex social processes and institutions.2 Instead of reliance on rigid 

1  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p8

2  Schumacher “Parametricism: A New Global Style for Architecture and Urban Design” p16
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ali rahim. residence for a fashion Designer,  london, uK. 2002figure 3. 

geometrical figures, parametricism is in favor of architectural elements that are 

considered to be parametrically malleable, which Schumacher believes “delivers 

complex order for complex social institutions.”3 the potential for such complexity is 

reflected in its methodological rules:4

negative principles
Avoid rigid forms (squares, triangles and circles) 	
avoid simple repetition (lack of variety) 	
avoid collage of isolated, unrelated elements (lack of order) 	
avoid rigid functional stereotypes 	
avoid segregative functional zoning	

positive principles
all forms must be parametrically malleable (soft)	
all systems must be differentiated gradually (gradients) and interdependent (cor-	
relations) 
all functions are parametric activity scenarios 	
all activities communicate with each other	

the terms “elegance” and “continuous differentiation” are the products of these 

parametric negative and positive principles. ali rahim and hina Jamelle in “el-

egance in the Age of Digital Technique” describe the concept of elegance as a 

concern for “…refinement, precision and formal opulence. It integrates an aesthetic desire, unleashing a visual intelligence pertinent for all 

design fields at all scales.”5 Despite parametricism’s unique capacity to articulate programmatic complexity, this thesis argues that a critical 

deficiency in parametricism involves the prioritization of aestheticism rather than personal experience as the medium through which archi-

3  Schumacher “Patrik Schumacher on Parametricism - ‘Let the style wars begin’” unpaginated

4  Ibid

5  Rahim and Jamelle “Elegance in the Age of Digital Technique” p6
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tecture is produced, promoted, and evaluated. Schumacher speaks of parametricism’s aim for visual amplification: “Aesthetically, it is the 

elegance of ordered complexity and the sense of seamless fluidity, akin to natural systems that constitute the hallmark of parametricism.”6 

Juhani pallasmaa is a finnish architect and scholar whose focus on the phenomenology of architecture has consistently addressed concerns 

about this predominantly non-tectonic architecture of our time: 
The current industrial mass production of visual imagery tends to alienate vision from emotional involvement and identification, turning im-
agery into a mesmerizing flow devoid of focus and participation…  The cancerous spread of architectural imagery devoid of tectonic logic and 
materiality is clearly part of this process.7 

In one of his essays, “geometry of feeling: the phenomenology of architecture”, he argues that “the buildings of our time may arouse our 

curiosity with their daring or inventiveness, but they give us little sense of the meaning of our world or our own existence.”8 he further adds 

that, “Design has become so intensively a kind of game with form that the reality of how a building is experienced has been overlooked.”9 

He believes contemporary architecture has often been over-intellectualized leading to the deprivation of human existential questions: 

the current over-emphasis on the intellectual and conceptual dimensions of architecture further contributes to the disappearance of the physi-
cal, sensual and embodied essence of architecture. contemporary architecture posing as the avant-garde is often more engaged with the 
architectural discourse itself and mapping the possible marginal territories of the art, than responding to human existential questions. 10

he argues that “We make the mistake of thinking of, and assessing, a building as a formal composition, no longer understanding that it 

is a metaphor, let alone experiencing the other reality that lies behind the metaphor…”11 In addition to practical objectives, architectural 

structures have a significant existential and experiential task. Pallasmaa’s writings are important in this thesis argument because he critically 

6  Schumacher “Parametricism: A New Global Style for Architecture and Urban Design” p16

7  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p14

8  Pallasmaa “The Geometry of Feeling: The Phenomenology of Architecture” p242

9  Ibid

10  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p22

11  Pallasmaa “The Geometry of Feeling: The Phenomenology of Architecture” p243
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Daniel libeskind. Jewish museum, berlin, germany. 1999figure 4. 

evaluates why architecture needs to inform a direct expression of existence, of human 

presence in the world, in the sense that architecture needs to consider the integration 

of sensory response mechanisms and base itself on the language of the body (hap-

tic memory). most importantly he believes that contemporary architecture has been 

over-intellectualized and aesthetically emphasized leading to a sensory deprivation 

and detachment from emotions and identification. Parametric architecture is lacking 

these essential qualities because of its defining methodologies and aesthetical aspira-

tions. pallasmaa believes that consideration of structure and weight, light and shadow, 

materiality and time, are all necessary to stimulate a multi-sensory experience that will 

“enable us to structure, understand and remember the shapeless flow of reality and, 

ultimately, to recognize and remember who we are.”12

It is not the aim of this thesis to express a conservative view towards parametric archi-

tecture; rather the thesis seeks opportunities to further enhance parametric architecture 

through engagement to our sensory and perceptual experience in architecture. thus, 

the ultimate objective of the thesis is to explore how parametric architecture, with its 

capability of articulating programmatic complexity, can further advance by addressing 

the deficiencies that Pallasmaa has described to achieve a sense of temporality, expe-

riential depth and sense of belonging. Kent c. bloomer and charles W. moore also 

acknowledged this deficiency in their book body, memory, and architecture: “What is 

missing from our dwellings today are the potential transactions between body, imagi-

12  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p50
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nation, and environment.”13 they note that there appeared to be an assumption that “architecture is a highly specialized system with a set 

of prescribed goals rather than a sensual social art responsive to real human desires and feelings.14 

pallasmaa asserts that it is possible to identify two different types of architecture in our age: “the architecture of essence and the architecture 

of form. the architecture of essence perceives the metaphysical and existential problem of being human and tries to reinforce man’s foot-

hold on earth. the architecture of form aims at capturing the viewer’s attention and approval through its voluble language of expression or 

through an appeal to indolence.”15 thus the comment by Vincent Scully: “the stuff all of us are consuming seems less and less nourishing. 

It is not surprising that our architecture reflects that condition.”16

parametric architecture needs to rethink its over-intellectualized and visual-dominant methodology by engaging our senses and human 

identification. Architectural historian and theorist (McGill University School of Architecture) Dr. Alberto Pérez-Gómez in “The Space of Ar-

chitecture: meaning as presence and representation” states, “...we simply cannot afford to give up our quest to identify what constitutes a 

meaningful order for human life, the promotion and perpetuation of which has been the inveterate concern of architecture… fully to ad-

dress the dangers of aestheticism, reductive functionalism and either conventional or experimental formalism, architecture must consider 

seriously the potential of narrative as the structure of human life, a poetic vision realized in space-time.”17 A re-emphasis on these qualities 

will enrich parametric architecture with existential meanings, as pallasmaa claims, “[enabling] us to perceive and understand the dialectics 

of permanence and change, to settle ourselves in the world, and to place ourselves in the continuum of culture and time.” 18

13  Bloomer and Moore Body, Memory, and Architecture p44

14  Ibid pix

15  Pallasmaa “The Limits of Architecture” p293 

16  Scully “Buildings without Souls” p116

17  Pérez-Gómez “The Space of Architecture: Meaning as presence and Representation” p23

18  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p50
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II. a phenomenologIcal approach

theoretIcal argument

this section begins with a review of phenomenology and the different phenomenological approaches to architecture as discussed by philosophers edmund 
Husserl (the founder) and Maurice Merleau-Ponty and by architectural theorists Alberto Pérez-Gómez, David Seamon and Juhani Pallasmaa. The principal 
aim of the section is to highlight the ways in which a phenomenological approach is able to respond to the metaphysical and existential issues of human 
measure in response to visual experiences within a building. 

phenomenology concerns the study of essences; architecture has the potential to put essences back into existence.19

phenomenology analyzes basic human sensory responses; it acknowledges the state of being fully conscious of, or aware of, individual 

experience and its method has become an important means of examining architecture. The first philosophical movement of phenomenol-

ogy was founded in the early twentieth century by philosopher edmund husserl [1858-1938].20 Husserl defined phenomenology as “the 

reflective study of the essence of consciousness as experienced from the first person point of view”.21 following in the footprints of husserl, 

french phenomenological philosopher merleau-ponty [1908-1961] in phenomenology of perception defined phenomenology as “the study 

of essences: and according to it, all problems amount to finding definitions of essences: the essence of perception, or the essence of con-

sciousness, for example.”22 his philosophy is based around the imperative that the human body is at the centre of the experiential world. 

“our own body is in the world as the heart is in the organism: it keeps the visible spectacle constantly alive, it breathes life into it and sustains 

it inwardly, and with it forms a system.”23 pallasmaa [1936-  ] later applied this concept to architecture as a means of “pure looking at” the 

phenomenon, or “viewing its essence.”24 according to pallasmaa, phenomenology is opposite to the analysis of the physical proportions and 

properties of the building or a stylistic frame of reference. phenomenology of architecture is instead “looking at” architecture from within the 

conscious experiencing of it, through architectural experience as a metaphor for human existence. phenomenological conditions are able to 

19  Holl Intertwining p11

20  Husserl The Idea of Phenomenology p19

21  Husserl Phenomenology and the Crisis of Philosophy p

22  Merleau-Ponty Phenomenology of Perception pvii

23  Ibid p203

24  Pallasmaa “The Geometry of Feeling: The Phenomenology of Architecture” p244
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influence the basic emotions associated with the images a building creates. A phenomenological approach is crucial to the thesis argument because 

it allows for the recognition of collective similarities, identities, and differences in the continuum of our experience.25 According to Alberto Pérez-

Gómez, “Phenomenology has revealed common ‘referents’ underlying languages, and a shared basis can also be found for the social enterprises we 

call art and architecture.”26 additionally, David Seamon, an environment-behavior researcher and professor of architecture at Kansas State university 

points out that phenomenology has become important in the literature of both environmental-behavior research and design. “architects and other 

designers have become interested in phenomenology largely because of a practical crisis: the frequent failure of both architectural formalism and 

functionalism to create vital, humane environments.”27 phenomenology offers a more realistic way of understanding daily environmental experiences 

and behaviors.28 the aim, he says, is understanding, a search for meanings rather than a search for causes.29 

25  Pérez-Gómez Built Upon Love: Architectural longing after ethics and aesthetics p140

26  Ibid

27  Seamon “Phenomenology and Environment-Behavior Research” p4

28  Ibid p6 

29  Seamon “The Phenomenological Contribution to Environmental Psychology” p123 
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Inside the pantheon. rome, Italyfigure 5. 
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III. multI-SenSory experIence

theoretIcal argument

This section focuses on a phenomenological approach that incorporates multi-sensory experience. The section examines five different sensory systems 
categorized by J.J. gibson that he argues provide a critical understanding of how these senses are able to strengthen and articulate our experience of 
reality. the aim of this section is to critically consider the importance for parametric architecture of engaging these sensory systems in order to heighten 
phenomenal experience.

Many prominent contemporary architects/theorists such as Maurice Sauzet, Steven Holl, Peter Zumthor, Daniel Libeskind and Tadao Ando 

have adopted a phenomenological approach to architecture, an approach that incorporates a multi-sensory experience of place-making, 

striving towards a methodology of creating existential spaces through sensory and sensual qualities. In “Questions of Perception – Phenom-

enology of architecture”, holl argues, “architecture holds the power to inspire and transform our day-to-day existence… to see, to feel these 

physicalities is to become the subject of the senses.”30 he believes that, “architecture, more fully than other art forms, engages the immedi-

acy of our sensory perceptions.”31 When “Sensory experience is intensified; psychological dimensions are engaged.”32 likewise, tadao ando 

states, “In architecture, there is a part that is the result of logical reasoning and a part that is created through the senses. there is always 

a point where they clash.”33 american philosopher David abram, whose work is informed by maurice merleau-ponty, points out that unlike 

the mathematics-based sciences, phenomenology seeks not to explain the world objectively but to describe the manner in which the world 

makes itself evident to awareness through direct, sensorial experience.34 french architect maurice Sauzet writes: “between the inhabitant 

and his dwelling there is a dialogue... I tried to make use of sensory phenomenology in my projects. to imagine places to be lived in, and for 

the relationship of the occupant to his dwelling in which every space tends towards an awakening of the deepest recollections of the self.”35 

It is from such a phenomenological approach that pallasmaa proclaims in his polemical statement the eyes of the Skin: architecture and 

the Senses that the human body is equipped with sensory systems which we identify with space, place or moment, and he adds that these 

30  Holl “Questions of Perception: Phenomenology of Architecture” p40

31  Ibid p41

32  Holl “Questions of Perception: Phenomenology of Architecture” p91

33  Jodidio Ando: Complete Works p9

34  Abram The Spell of the Sensuous p35

35  Sauzet “Sensory Phenomena as a Reference for the Architectural Project” p153
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dimensions reflect our existence:

Sensory experiences become integrated through the body or rather, in the very constitution of the body... our bodies and movements are in 
constant interaction with the environment; the world and the self inform and redefine each other constantly. The percept of the body and the 
image of the world turn into one single continuous existential experience – there is no body separate from its domicile in space, and there is 
no space unrelated to the unconscious image of the perceiving self.36

pallasmaa’s central argument is strongly based around the imperative to integrate all our sensory responses rather than to prioritize any one 

over the other. He argues that, “Every touching experience of architecture is multi-sensory; qualities of matter, space and scale are mea-

sured equally by the eye, ear, nose, skin, tongue, skeleton and muscle.”37 our experience in architecture does not merely rely on a single 

sensory experience, but rather on a collective environment fusing and stimulating all our senses. pallasmaa states, “one’s sense of reality 

is strengthened and articulated by the interaction of the senses.”38 In “emotional and cognitive responses to Sensory Information” Sally 

Augustin writes, “The effects of our sensory experiences are additive – that means that we need to total up the various influences of each of 

our individual sensations to determine our final psychological state.”39 most experiences of articulated space in parametric architecture have 

been reduced to a single experience of sensory mode; with architecture that prioritizes aestheticism, reductive functionalism and experi-

mental formalism, sensory and bodily experiences have been disregarded. pallasmaa describes how our experience of architecture involves 

more than just mere vision or any one of the five classical detached senses; instead, it involves a fusion between senses to form different 

sensory systems. Pallasmaa refers to the work of psychologist J.J. Gibson, who has taken the five classical senses and reformulated them into 

active, highly inclusive systems that he categorizes as: haptic system, auditory system, taste-smell system, visual system, and basic-orienting 

system.40 gibson’s categorization regarded the senses as aggressive, seeking mechanisms instead of merely passive sensation receivers. 

In accord with Bloomer and Moore, Gibson described these five sensory systems as “perceptual ‘systems’ capable of obtaining information 

36  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p27

37  Ibid p28

38  Ibid

39  Augustin “Emotional and Cognitive Responses to Sensory Information” p39

40  Gibson The Senses Considered as Perceptual systems p32
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about objects in the world without the intervention of an intellectual process.”41 The feeling of buildings and our sense of identification with 

them are more significant to our architectural experience than the information they give us. Gibson’s model of perception allows us to better 

understand some of the fundamental elements that generate phenomenal experience in architecture. 

41  Bloomer and Moore Body, Memory, and Architecture p33

name mode of attention receptive units anatomy of the organ activity of the organ Stimuli available external Information obtained

the haptic System touching mechano-receptors 
and possibly thermo-
receptors

Skin (including 
attachments and 
openings), Joints 
(including ligaments), 
muscles (including 
tendons)

exploration of many 
kinds

Deformation of tissues, 
Configuration of joints, 
Stretching of muscle 
fibers

contact with the earth, 
mechanical encounters, object 
Shapes, material States, Solidity 
or viscosity

the auditory System listening mechano-receptors cochlear organs with 
middle ear and auricle

orienting to sounds Vibration in the air nature and location of vibratory 
events

the taste-Smell System Smelling chemo-receptors nascal cavity (nose) Sniffing composition of the 
medium

nature of volatile sources

tasting chemo- and mechano-
receptors

oral cavity (mouth) Savoring composition of ingested 
objects

nutritive and biochemical 
values

the Visual System looking photo-receptors ocular mechanism 
(eyes, with intrinsic and 
extrinsic eye muscles, as 
related to the vestibular 
organs, the head and 
the whole body)

accommodation, 
pupillary adjustment, 
fixation, convergence 
exploration

the variables of 
structure in ambient 
light

Everything that can be specified 
by the variables of optical 
structure (information about 
objects, animals, motions, 
events, and places)

the basic orienting 
System

general 
orientation

mechano-receptors Vestibular organs Body Equilibrium forces of gravity and 
acceleration 

Direction of gravity, being 
pushed

the perceptual systems, 1966. from James J. gibson, the Senses considered as perceptual Systemsfigure 6. 

theoretIcal argument
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IV. gIbSon’S fIVe SenSory SyStemS

theoretIcal argument

herzog & De meuron. Dominus Winery, california, figure 7. 
uSa. 1998

1. haptic System

The haptic realm of architecture is defined by the sense or memory of touch, which 
includes our perception of weight and materiality. When the materiality of the de-
tails forming an architectural space become evident, the haptic realm is opened up. 
Sensory experience is intensified; psychological dimensions are engaged.42

gibson referred to the haptic system as a sense of touch that includes temperature, 

pain, pressure, and kinesthesia, encompassing both body sensation and muscle move-

ment. It is a system in which human beings are literally in contact with their environ-

ment. pallasmaa emphasizes the haptic experience as the key to a multi-sensory spatial 

experience. a sense or memory of touch arises from the experience of directly touching 

the elements and components of space by way of body and use. In essence, all of our 

senses are extensions of touch, since ears, nose, mouth and eyes are specializations of 

the skin, the most sensitive of our organs. pallasmaa states that “touch is the sensory 

mode that integrates our experience of the world and ourselves. even visual and other 

perceptions are fused and integrated into the haptic continuum of the self; my body re-

members who I am and how I am located in the world.”43 there is evidence that haptic perception is enhanced when combined with visual 

information. In Town and Square, from Algora to the Green Village, german-born architect paul Zucker comments: “Space is perceived by 

the visualization of its limits and by kinesthetic experience, i.e., by the sensation of our movements. In the state of ‘visual tension,’ kines-

thetic sensation and visual perception fuse most intensely.”44 besides active touch, kinesthetic perception is also an important aspect of the 

42  Holl “Questions of Perception: Phenomenology of Architecture” p91

43  Pallasmaa Tangible Light: Integration of the senses and Architecture p10

44                Zucker Town and Square, from Algora to the Green Village p6
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peter Zumthor. Vals thermal bath,                                                                                                      figure 8. 
graubünden, Switzerland. 1996

haptic system. Kinesthetic perception specifically refers to the information that we derive from the 

movement of the muscles. Joy monice malnar and frank Vodvarka in Sensory Design write, “the 

important aspect of kinesthesia is that the muscle response is highly informative; it tells us how 

far away objects are, the composition of materials, and the distance we have traveled. When kin-

esthesia is coupled with active touch, the information is increased, allowing us to become aware 

of the surface qualities of the path we are on.”45  

2. auditory system

buildings do not react to our gaze, but they do return our sound back to our ears… [S]ound 
often provides the temporal continuum in which visual impressions are embedded.46

gibson believed that the function of the auditory system is not merely to permit hearing. he 

states, “Its exteroceptive function is to pick up the direction of an event, permitting orientation to 

it, and the nature of an event, permitting identification of it.”47 The size and quality of space is 

not only visual, it can also be manipulated with sound. every building or space creates its char-

acteristic sound of intimacy or monumentality, rejection or invitation, hospitality or hostility.48 It is 

crucial to understand that sound has its own spatial quality. The reverberation time speaks about the shape and size of a space while the 

tone provides us information about the softness and structure of the materials. According to Holl, “The live reflection of echo and re-echo 

within a stone cathedral increases our awareness of the vastness, geometry and material of its space… Sound is absorbed and perceived 

45  Malnar and Vodvarka Sensory Design p146

46  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p34

47  Gibson The Senses Considered as Perceptual systems p57 

48  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p35
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by the entire body.”49 Similarly, pallasmaa tells us that “a space is conceived and appreciated 

through its echo as much as through its visual shape, but the acoustic percept usually remains 

an unconscious background.”50 Sight makes us solitary, while hearing creates a sense of con-

nection and solidarity. the sense of sound is also understood by pallasmaa in terms of silence, 

time and solitude. the architectural experience of silence, whether in a church or any space, 

focuses attention on one’s very existence. It makes one aware of one’s fundamental solitude. 

according to pallasmaa, “the silence of architecture is a responsive, remembering silence. a 

powerful architectural experience silences all external noise; it focuses our attention on our 

very existence, and as with all art, it makes us aware of our fundamental solitude.”51 

3. taste-smell System

…blandness makes for undifferentiated spaces and deprives us of richness and variety in 
our life. It also obscures memories, because smell evokes much deeper memories than 
either vision or sound.52

gibson combined taste and smell, as they usually function in concert and can be regarded as 

alternative ways to experience similar phenomena.53 the taste-smell system has the innate capability to facilitate our memory and imagina-

tion of place. A certain scent can bring us back to just about every significant event in the past with the same scent. The sense of smell as 

49  Holl “Questions of Perception: Phenomenology of Architecture” p41

50  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p35

51  Ibid p36

52  Hall The Hidden Dimension p45

53  Gibson The Senses Considered as Perceptual systems p152 

tadao ando. chichu art museum, naoshima, figure 9. 
Kagawa, Japan. 2004
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pallasmaa describes makes us knowingly re-enter a space that has been erased from the 

memory of sight; the nostrils stimulate a forgotten image; the nose makes the eyes remem-

ber.54 the most persistent memory of any space comes from the odor. pallasmaa recognizes 

that, “fishing towns are especially memorable because of the fusion of the smells of the sea 

and of the town; the powerful smell of seaweed makes one sense the depth and weight of the 

sea, and it turns any prosaic town into the image of the lost atlantis.”55 taste of stone, as pal-

lasmaa calls it, is explained through subtle transition between tactile and taste experiences. 

“Vision becomes transferred to taste as well; certain colours and delicate details evoke oral 

sensations. a delicately coloured, polished stone surface is subliminally sensed by the tongue. 

our sensory experience of the world originates in the interior sensation of the mouth, and 

the world tends to return back to its oral origins.”56 We do not need to add smell or taste to a 

built environment but it is crucial to understand that we carry memories of these things which 

affect our relationship to spaces.

54  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p38

55  Ibid

56  Ibid pp41-42

gable Wall with door to hay loft, Videmfigure 10. 
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4. Visual System

Vision reveals what the touch already knows. We could think of the sense of 
touch as the unconscious of vision.57

In the perception of the Visual World, gibson noted that one could describe the 

visual world as “extended in distance and modelled in depth; it is upright, stable, 

and without boundaries; it is coloured, shadowed, illuminated, and textured; it is 

composed of surfaces, edges, shapes, and interspaces; finally... it is filled with things 

that have meaning.”58 all the senses, including vision, are extensions of tactility, the 

visual world is never flat like a surface on which a picture is painted or projected.59 

according to pallasmaa, “even the eye touches; the gaze implies an unconscious 

touch, bodily mimesis and identification.”60 as we look at a surface of a material, 

we immediately sense its weight, density, temperature and moistness. tactility can 

be regarded as the unconsciousness of vision, and without these sensory interchanges our visual world would be lifeless, a mere picture, 

instead of projecting a sense of a lived and continuous world. according to pallasmaa “our eyes stroke distant surfaces, contours and edges, 

and the unconscious tactile sensation determines the agreeableness or unpleasantness of the experience.”61 the eye offers us a sense of 

separation and distance, whereas touch offers the sense of nearness, intimacy and affection.62

57  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p29

58  Gibson The Perception of the Visual World p3

59  Ibid p42

60  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p29

61  Ibid pp29-30

62  Ibid p32

RCR Arquitectes. Bell-Lloc  Cellars, Girona, Spain. 2005-07figure 11. 
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5. basic-orienting System

the body knows and remembers. architectural meaning derives from ar-
chaic responses and reactions remembered by the body and the sens-
es.63

gibson theorized that the basic-orienting system is based on the relationship 

between the horizontal ground plane and our vertical posture, “the direction 

up-down and to the plane of the ground”.64 he stated that the resulting orien-

tation leads us to seek a symmetrical balance, and that our senses are always 

directed to that end.65 Similarly, Bloomer and Moore assert, “A consequence 

of this postural orientation is our need to symmetrize frontally the stimulus 

impinging on the senses of sight, sound, touch, and smell.”66 It is an orienta-

tion that involves a total body balance. additionally, pallasmaa stated, “when 

experiencing our structure, we unconsciously mimic its configuration with our 

bones and muscle… [t]he structure of a building is unconsciously imitated and comprehended through the skeletal system.”67 movement, 

balance and scale are felt unconsciously through the body. thus, understanding architectural scale stimulates the unconscious measuring 

of the building with one’s body.68 We are constantly interacting with the environment through our bodily sensations. 

63  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p43

64  Gibson The Senses Considered as Perceptual systems p59 

65  Ibid p71 

66  Bloomer and Moore Body, Memory, and Architecture p34

67  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p47

68  Ibid p47

louis Kahn. the Salk Institute, california, uSa. 1966figure 12. 
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only by reconnecting our bodies to our surroundings through the integration and rec-

ognition of all our senses may we restore our sense of human identity within the larger 

context of the built environment. It is crucial for architecture to offer a phenomenal ex-

perience which successfully engages our senses, the common denominator that certain 

fundamental elements share to stimulate these senses and create an awareness of be-

ing. contemporary architects such as tadao ando, peter Zumthor and Steven holl are 

known for creating spaces that bring phenomenological experiences to visitors or observ-

ers. these phenomenal spaces are able to slow down our sense of experience or even 

bring us to a pause while invoking our imagination and reinforcing awareness of our 

own unique existence. For Merleau-Ponty, space is one of the structures which expresses 

our being in the world: “We have said that space is existential; we might just as well have 

said that existence is spatial.”69  Peter MacKeith describes in “A Full and Dignified Life”, “It 

is the slowed passage of time that allows the tactile experience to resonate within one’s 

consciousness long after departing from the design...”70 

ultimately, the challenge for parametric architecture is to express these experiences by 

stimulating the sensory systems: “to heighten phenomenal experience while simultaneously expressing meaning”.71 pallasmaa believes, 

“architecture is the art of reconciliation between ourselves and the world, and this mediation takes place through the senses.”72 merleau-

ponty concurs that the task of architecture is “to make visible how the world touches us.”73 

69  Merleau-Ponty Phenomenology of Perception p293

70  MacKetih “A Full and Dignified Life” pp222-223

71  Holl “Questions of Perception: Phenomenology of Architecture” p42

72  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p50

73  Merleau-Ponty “Cézanne’s Doubt” p9 

merkx + girod architecten. Selexyz Dominicanen figure 13. 
bookstore, netherland. 2005- 07
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tadao ando. chichu art museum, naoshima, Kagawa, Japan. 2004figure 14. 
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V. arguIng for the IntegratIon of phenomenal propertIeS In parametrIc archItecture

theoretIcal argument

the objective of this section is to further elucidate the importance for parametric architecture of integrating phenomenal properties without losing its intel-
lectual and conceptual strengths – a collaboration between the two opposites. The section begins by addressing three fundamental architectural qualities 
which distinctly differentiate parametricists from phenomenologists: weight / weightlessness, light / shadow, and materiality / time.  These qualities are 
imperative to phenomenologists yet purposefully eliminated by parametricists. The thesis argues that these qualities are essential to achieving a human 
sense of temporality, and parametric design imperatives such as ‘continuous differentiation’ and ‘elegance’ can remain even once these phenomenal 
qualities are applied. 

the authenticity of architectural experience is grounded in the tectonic language of building and the comprehensibility of the act of construction to 
the senses. We touch, listen and measure the world with our entire bodily existence and the experiential world becomes organized and articulated 
around the centre of the body.74

a memorable experience in architecture can be distinguished when all our senses are engaged simultaneously due to phenomenological 

imperatives during the design process. According to Pallasmaa, “Every act of construction has its unconscious motives and reflects a meta-

physical position – a specific understanding of the world.”75 the architectural experience of temporal depth is reinforced by a number of 

design choices that are frequently being addressed through phenomenological studies in architecture. The sensual use of weight and gravity, 

deep dark shadows, and the transformative qualities of materiality over time are phenomenal properties generally considered as essential 

by phenomenologists to establish an experiential continuum. these elements have been constantly projected, observed and analyzed by 

phenomenological architects such as alvar aalto, tadao ando, peter Zumthor and Steven holl to prioritize meaningful sensory interaction 

over idealization and intellectualized manifestations. additionally, these elements have been considered important aspects for deep under-

standing of human sensitivities in architecture of the past. the late 19th century english art and architecture critic John ruskin wrote, “I do 

not believe that ever any building was truly great, unless it had mighty masses, vigorous and deep, of shadow mingled with its surface. and 

among the first habits that an architect should learn, is that of thinking in shadow... conceiving it as it will be when dawn lights it, and dusk 

74  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses p46

75  Pallasmaa “Constructing Essences” p6
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leaves it; when its stones will be hot and its crannies cool...76 here again, what was of primary importance is that these fundamental elements are able 

to create a sense of temporality, experiential depth and sense of belonging when they all fuse into one complex phenomenal experience of architecture. 

pallasmaa asserts,

In moving architectural experiences, space, material, and time seem to unite into a single dimension that penetrates our awareness. In these experiences, 
space takes on more gravity, as it were – the character of light becomes tangible, time seems to stop, the space, this moment, and they all become part of 
our body and consciousness. the experience of place returns the experience to ourselves: at bottom it is an experience of the self. an architectural space 
touches something deep and familiar in us.77

opposing the phenomenal and sensory concern of phenomenologists, a radically different, alternative mode of design is afforded by the principles of 

parametric architecture towards a dominant aspiration of elegance and ordered complexity. Parametric architecture generally aspires toward qualities 

of lightness and fluidity, sensual use of light to outline continuity of surface, and the perfection of materiality for a parametrically malleable form.  These 

properties establish conditions of elegance that are able to create systems, functions and activities that are gradually differentiated to enhance smooth 

circulated flow. Schumacher states that arguing for elegance in a parametric built environment “allows for an increased programmatic complexity to 

coincide with a relative reduction of visual complication by means of integrating multiple elements into a coherent and continuous formal and spatial 

system.”78 he believes that elegance has the, “capacity to articulate complex life-processes in a way that can maintain overall comprehension, legibility 

and continuous orientation within the composition.”79

The inherent differences between both forms of architecture have already been described. Yet, the dissimilarities must be acknowledged with equal 

emphasis. A closer examination of their diverse approaches to weight /weightless, light / shadow, and materiality / time establishes how the metaphysi-

cal grounding of the human experience might also occur within a parametric built environment.

76  Ruskin The Seven Lamps of Architecture par. 13

77  Pallasmaa “The Place of Man” p75-76

78  Schumacher “Arguing for Elegance” p35

79  Schumacher “Arguing for Elegance” p35

theoretIcal argument
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Sanaa. rolex learning center, Switzerland. 2010figure 15. 
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tadao ando. Sayamaike museum, osaka, Japan. 2001figure 16. 

 Weight and Weightlessness (the aesthetics 1. 
of gravity)

a phenomenal architecture calls for both the 
stone and the feather. Sensed mass and per-
ceived gravity directly affect our perceptions of 
architecture.80

80  Holl Intertwining p14
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moshe Safdie. holocaust history museum, Jerusalem, figure 17. 
Israel. 2005

the comprehension of weight and structure are critical in enabling the inhabitant to 

achieve a sense of belonging. Structure in a space gives the sense of freedom, openness 

and choice to its inhabitants, while weight brings the sense of gravity to its inhabitants. 

parametricist principles, however, push in a distinctly different direction, in the course 

of establishing visual amplification and complex variegated spatial orders. Parametric 

architecture defies traditional notions of gravity in its pursuit of ‘elegance’ and ordered 

complexity. Parametric elegance is defined by David Goldblatt in “Lightness and Fluidity: 

remarks concerning the aesthetics of elegance” as “an aesthetic quality that presents 

itself in varying degrees of intensity and self-evidence, it emerges from the further aes-

thetic properties of lightness and fluidity.”81 elegance is often associated with a kind of 

fluidity, smoothness of surface and style. Goldblatt adds that parametric “… elegance is 

a thin, bare-boned quality of refined organization and efficiency and even in its com-

plexity exhibits an appearance of lightness that is intensified by its suggestion of forms 

on the move.”82 In an elegant composition, lightness is defined as an anti-gravitational 

sense in which forms are created to seemingly defy gravity. goldblatt argues that, “the 

presence of elegance helps to deconstruct architecture’s traditional essence of solidity, 

strength and weight, and with the shedding of the appearance of architecture’s grav-

ity comes a move towards a popular notion of elegance.”83 Schumacher in “arguing for 

elegance” describes how elegance in architecture suggests sophistication and articu-

lates complexity.84 “the elegance being promoted here instead thrives on complexity, and 

81  Goldblatt “Lightness and Fluidity: Remarks concerning the Aesthetics of Elegance” p12

82  Ibid

83  Ibid p17

84  Schumacher “Arguing for Elegance” p30

theoretIcal argument
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fuksas architects. new church in foligno, San  figure 18. 
paola, Italy. 2009

achieves a visual reduction of an underlying complexity that is thereby sublated rather than 

eliminated.”85 Similarly, Schumacher believes “elegance is certainly a much more clever choice 

than the traditional theoretical heavyweight ‘beauty’”.86 ultimately, according to rahim and 

Jamelle, the pursuit of elegance in parametric architecture produces a built environment of 

refinement, precision and formal opulence. It integrates an aesthetic desire, unleashing a vi-

sual intelligence applicable for all design fields at all scales.87 they believe that “the concept 

of elegance has the ability to push forward the discourse of contemporary architecture by ac-

cepting that complex architectural compositions require an accompanying visual aesthetic as 

sophisticated as the current techniques used to generate form.”88 

While elegance in parametric architecture is the driving force of aesthetic demand, this the-

sis argues that it should still aim to realize the strong phenomenal properties of gravity and 

structure. our inherent understanding of gravitational forces in a building is necessary for a 

connection to the human experience, allowing for emotional involvement and identification. 

according to pallasmaa, “the sense of gravity is the essence of all architectonic structures and 

great architecture makes us conscious of gravity and earth. architecture strengthens vertical-

ity of our experience of the world. at the same time that architecture makes us aware of the 

depth of earth, it makes us dream of levitation and flight.”89 by losing our awareness of grav-

ity in an architectural structure, we potentially lose our bodily identification as well. In 1924 

85  Schumacher “Arguing for Elegance” p30

86  Ibid

87  Rahim and Jamelle “Elegance in the Age of Digital Technique” p6

88  Ibid

89  Pallasmaa “An Architecture of the Seven Senses” p37
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alberto campo baeza. caja general figure 19. 
Headquarters, Granada. 2001

theoretIcal argument

geoffrey Scott in the architecture of humanism wrote that because weight, pressure, and re-

sistance are part of our habitual body experience, our unconscious mimetic instinct impels us to 

identify ourselves with these characteristics in the forms we see.90 Scott stated: “In any building 

three things may be distinguished: the bigness which it actually has (mechanical measurement), 

the bigness which it appears to have (visual measurement), and the feeling of bigness which it 

appears to have (visual measurement). the last two have often been confused, but it is the feel-

ing of bigness which alone has aesthetic value.”91 In contrast to a singular, monistic philosophy, 

Italo calvino mused in one of his last texts, “Six memos for the next millennium”, “we should 

remember that the idea of the world as composed of weightless atoms is striking just because 

we know the weight of things so well…”92 It is in this sense that parametric architecture’s pursuit 

of elegance could be further enhanced by incorporating a sense of weight that enables it to be 

responsive to the human condition. a phenomenal architecture, as holl states, calls for both “the 

stone and the feather” – that being his notion of how both weight and weightlessness are best 

understood in the presence of one another. he compares architectural weight expression to the 

orchestration of musical instruments:

architecture’s expression of mass and materials according to gravity, weight, bearing, tension, 
torsion, and buckling – like the orchestration of musical instruments – is made more dynamic 
through the contrast of heavy (bass, drums, tuba) and light (flute, violin, clarinet)… A heavy 
and light materiality is likewise conveyed via the structure, material, and spatial experience 
of architecture.93

90  Scott The Architecture of Humanism p95

91  Ibid p173

92  Calvino Six Memos for the Next Millennium p 

93  Holl Parallax p255
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Japanese architect toyo Ito, known for aggressively exploring potentials of new forms, now embraces architecture as a bodily experience 

and speaks of the importance in contemporary architecture of dealing with the challenge of gravity. “before, I tried to hide the price of 

withstanding gravity. now I feel I can expose these materials, have them out in the open, and still create modernity that responds to what is 

going on today. that’s a major change. We architects have to provide bodily experience through our creations. In the past I tried to construct 

something that’s weightless. like society itself becoming increasingly weightless. nowadays, I feel that even in this information society we 

still have gravity, we still have to feel it, so we have to reopen and establish the awareness of gravity again.”94 Without falling into the pri-

oritization of aestheticism, parametric architecture can be further enhanced to create transactions between body, imagination, and environ-

ment by addressing the apparent contradiction of weight and weightlessness in its built architecture. In the face of sophisticated and elegant 

forces, parametric architecture must remain reflective of the metaphysical and existential nature of being human, “while in architecture one 

force – gravity – is inevitable.”95

94  Ito “Interview with Toyo Ito, #31, 2005” unpaginated

95  Holl Intertwining p14
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2. Light and Shadow (Significance of shadow)

...Such is our way of thinking - we find beauty not 
in the thing itself but in the pattern of shadows, 
the light and the darkness, that one thing against 
another creates...96

96  Tanizaki In Praise of Shadows p30

Schultes & frank. baumschulenweg crematorium, germany. 1998figure 20. 
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tadao ando. church of light, osaka, Japan. 1989figure 21. 

Of all the materials and means to express existential qualities in architecture, light is 

the most emotive and sensuous. Light has the ability to influence our emotions; it com-

municates melancholy and sorrow, as well as joy and ecstasy.97 It is through light that 

we mainly experience the sensation of our bodies in space. nonetheless, light cannot be 

defined without the presence of shadow. Tadao Ando is notable as an architect of light 

through his sensuous use of natural light and shadow in his architecture. according to 

ando, “light, alone, does not make light. there must be darkness for light to become 

light – resplendent with dignity and power. Darkness, which kindles the brilliance of 

light and reveals light’s power, is innately a part of light.”98 Shadows play an important 

role in his body of work, in which he believes areas of darkness are critical as they re-

late to “deep metaphorical levels of creation”.99 most of his work tends to contain the 

brilliance of a shaft of light that penetrates through the profound silence of darkness 

in a manner that informs a space with depth that ando feels “enabled man, who dwelt 

inside, to understand his own being, relative to his surroundings.”100 

light, whose beauty within darkness is as of jewels that one might cup in one’s 
hands; light that hollowing out darkness and piercing our bodies, blows life into ‘place’.101

In parametric architecture, homogenous light, rather than sharply contrasted light and shadow, is often sensually utilized to complement the 

fluidity of surface. According to Rahim and Jamelle, parametricists such as Greg Lynn often suggest ‘continuous differentiation’ as the term 

97  Pallasmaa Tangible Light: Integration of the senses and architecture p13

98  Ando “Light” p471

99  Auping Seven Interviews with Tadao Ando p53

100  Ando “Light” p471

101  Ibid
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Daniel libeskind. Denver art museum, colorado. 2006figure 22. 

to tie organizational, spatial and aesthetic features through continu-

ity in surface and material in a parametric built environment.102 they 

describe two of lynn’s parametric designs in which, “Spatiality is trans-

formed by the fluidity of a continuous surface that gradually rises from 

the ground, comprising a family of interrelated forms... the complex 

formal relationships that are provided in these designs yield a range 

of moods that are further enhanced by the careful modulation of direct 

and indirect light to complement the fluidity of the forms.”103 unlike 

the forceful shadows etched out by direct sunlight, lighting in paramet-

ric architecture creates a soothing effect that renders the fluid surface 

vague and misty. Shadows generally do not stand out in a hard and 

dry manner, but are rather imperceptibly submerged. the focus of light 

and shadow in parametric designs is primarily modulated to enhance 

the seamless integration between surfaces in order to produce a single, 

sinuous form. The parametricists’ definition of ‘elegance’ ultimately re-

sides in the smooth transition of all these factors as they are brought together in a continuous change and transformation.

As a consequence of the pursuit of an overall sense of seamless fluidity, parametric designs have significantly disregarded the metaphor 

and depth of the shadow; lighting is considered solely as an aesthetic medium for establishing form continuity. Deep dark shadows are 

purposefully neglected, as they disrupt the sense of continuity and aesthetic fluidity in surfaces. Devoid of darkness, parametric architecture 

becomes a world of homogenous light. ando argues however “as we grow less aware of darkness, we forget spatial reverberations and the 

102  Rahim and Jamelle “Surface Continuity: An Elegant integration” p40

103  Ibid
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le corbusier. la tourette, eveux-sur-figure 23. 
arbresle, france. 1960

subtle patterns created by light and shade. When this happens, everything is uniformly illuminated; 

and object and form are limited to simple relations.”104 Similarly, pallasmaa believes:

homogenous bright light paralyses the imagination in the same way that homogenization of 
space eliminates the experience of place.105

he argues that, “Deep shadows and darkness are essential because they dim the sharpness of vi-

sion, make depth and distance ambiguous and invite conscious peripheral vision and tactile fanta-

sy… In great spaces of architecture, there is a constant, deep breathing of shadow and light; shadow 

inhales, and illumination exhales, light.106 Similarly, in his book In praise of Shadows, Junichiro ta-

nizaki describes the beauty of shadow in the Japanese house:

The quality that we call beauty... must always grow from the realities of life, and our ancestors, 
forced to live in dark rooms, presently came to discover beauty in shadows, ultimately to guide 
shadows towards beauty’s ends. and so it has come to be that the beauty of a Japanese room 
depends on a variation of shadows, heavy shadows against light shadows – it has nothing else… 
this was the genius of our ancestors, that by cutting off the light from this empty space they im-
parted to the world of shadows that formed there a quality of mystery and depth superior to that 
of any wall painting or ornament.107

The richness of a phenomenal space lies in the presence of both light and shadow, along with other qualities we perceive by means of light: 

surfaces, volumes, textures, and colors. ahmet gülgönen relates in an interview (2008) that “We don’t create shadows, as we do not cre-

ate light. by using materials one way or the other, we orient and control light, we let it come inside or not. using surfaces and volumes, we 

104  Ando “Light, Shadow and Form” p458

105  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin p32

106  Ibid pp32-33

107  Tanizaki In Praise of Shadows p17-20
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create filters and obstacles for light. But light is there, it enters into a dialogue with surfaces. By doing so it becomes part of our being, of 

our joy or sadness.”108 The quality and shape of light and shadow that drives the perceptual spirit and metaphysical strength of architecture 

are subjected to the careful interplay of volumes, details and materials. 

This thesis argues that fluidity of form does not necessarily require the presence of light.  Le Corbusier’s latter work often engaged fluidity. 

According to Le Corbusier, “Architecture is the masterly, correct and magnificent play of masses brought together in light.”109 Instead of being 

used only to outline form and fluidity, light and shadow in parametric architecture should convey something in connection with the deeper 

levels of human sensation; the metaphors behind light and shadow are often even more important than the form that contains them.  

108  Gülgönen “Light, Space and Architecture” p39

109  Corbusier Towards a New Architecture p31
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3. materiality and time (perfection and Imperfection)

“you converse with material through the pores of your skin, 
your ears, and your eyes. the dialogue does not stop at the 
surface, as its scent fills the air. Through touch, you exchange 
heat and the material responds immediately. Speak to a stone 
and it renders a mystery in resonance. Speak to a mountain 
ledge, and it holds up a mirror to sound. listen to a snow-
covered forest, and it proffers the language of silence. the 
great master in the use of wood as a material is a musical in-
strument maker. his ear gives each piece its dimension.”110

110  Fehn “Has a Doll Life?” p47

mario garzaniti. housing in brussels, belgium.figure 24. 
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tadao ando. chichu art museum, figure 25. 
naoshima, Kagawa, Japan. 2004

materiality plays an important role in the integration of sensory experience into architecture. 

building materials provide the essential building blocks which bring out feelings and understand-

ing that are rooted in our past. In his book thinking architecture peter Zumthor is convinced that 

a good building must be capable of absorbing the traces of human life, responding to both ma-

teriality and time, and thus taking on a specific richness.111 he writes,

… I think of the patina of age on materials, of innumerable small scratches on surfaces, of var-
nish that has grown dull and brittle, and of edges polished by use. but when I close my eyes and 
try to forget both these physical traces and my own first associations, what remains is a different 
impression, a deeper feeling – a consciousness passing and an awareness of the human lives 
that have been acted out in these places and rooms and charged them with a special aura.112

every material has an identity, language, and sense of aging of its own. natural materials such 

as stone, wood or brick speak about the region they come from, as well as, their age and history. 

these materials, pallasmaa believes “allow our vision to penetrate their surfaces and enable us to 

become convinced of the veracity of matter… all matter exists in the continuum of time; the patina 

of wear adds the enriching experience of time to the materials of construction.”113 

In the case of parametric architecture, the discourse of ‘continuous differentiation’, elegance, 

and ordered complexity has almost completely neglected the expression of materials and aging. parametricism at large has been primarily 

concerned with form where materials are primarily selected to enhance the overall organic integration and continuity of surfaces, aiming to 

achieve transparency and a sensation of weightlessness and fluidity. When form becomes too much of the primary concentration in a design 

process it could potentially deny the presence of its material. Ando understood that form has significant impact on maintaining the identity 

111  Zumthor Thinking Architecture p24

112  Ibid pp24-26

113  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin p21
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tadao ando. Water temple, hompuki, Japan. 1991figure 26. 

of materials. his works of concrete are thoughtfully constructed to 

preserve the identity of its material. he argues, “concrete can take 

almost any form, there can be a tendency to create forms that are too 

elaborate. When this happens we lose the presence of the material 

itself, and it becomes just manipulated design. you lose a sense of the 

weight and surface of the material…”114 Similarly, french art historian 

henri focillon points out that “form does not behave as some supe-

rior principle modeling a passive mass, for it is plainly observable how 

matter imposes its own upon form.”115 thus, it is clear that materials 

actively contribute to the determination of form. parametric design 

also has the popular tendency to identify architecture with qualities 

of technical perfection. Kivi Sotamaa in “frozen Void: the elegant 

affect of the evolved object” writes, “elegant projects do not reveal 

the process of their formation. the complexity and depth of their for-

mal and material articulation is such that they cannot be ‘read’…  [t]

hink of staring at a cloud.”116 In acknowledging this weakened awareness of materiality in our age, pallasmaa writes, “the machine-made 

material of today – scaleless sheets of glass, enameled metals and synthetic plastics – tend to present their unyielding surfaces to the eye 

without conveying their material essence or age.”117 he argues that “buildings of this technological age aim at ageless perfection and do 

not incorporate the unavoidable and mentally significant processes of aging.”118 

114  Auping Seven Interviews with Tadao Ando p74

115  Focillon The Life of Forms in Art p96

116  Sotamaa “Frozen Void: The Elegant Affect of the Evolved Object” p25

117  Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin p21

118  Ibid
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As a consequence of the weakening sense of materiality, the smoothness of surface in parametric architecture appears only as what Pallas-

maa calls a “stage set for eyes, devoid of the authenticity of material and tectonic language”.119 as holl claims, the haptic realm can only be 

opened up when the materiality of the details forming an architectural space become evident.120 this thesis is not suggesting that the tech-

nical perfection of parametric qualities would in any way be an obstacle to architectural quality, rather perfection has the tendency to close 

imagination and prohibit participation. Instead of structures that reduce the presence of matter, parametric architecture should incorporate 

time and aging, moving towards a new orientation of materiality in architecture that sensitizes to the richness of life. 

119  Pallasmaa “An Architecture of the Seven Senses” p29

120  Holl Questions of Perception: Phenomenology of Architecture p91
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VI. archItecture aS collaboratIon

Architecture’s task – to integrate irreconcilable opposites – is impossible, fundamental, and necessary. 121 

In this thesis, the irreconcilable opposites are: an architecture regarded as an experiential, embodied, and existential act, on the one hand, 

and an architecture seen primarily as a rational engagement with aestheticism and intellectualization on the other. the thesis seeks to fur-

ther enable the formal and aesthetic strengths of parametric architecture, while understanding its limitations as visually formalistic architec-

ture. the thesis argues that the two oppositions are not antithetical or hostile to one another, but rather are the result of the way we perceive 

architecture with different eyes and aspirations. thus, the essential task of this thesis is to negotiate an alternative that invites integration 

of these differing categories and oppositions. pallasmaa believes, “architecture is conceivable in this contradictory task only through under-

standing any design as a poetic manifestation; poetic imagery is capable of overcoming contradictions of logic through its polyvalent and 

synthetic imagery.”122 While alvar aalto wrote: “In every case [of creative work] one must achieve the simultaneous solution of opposites. 

nearly every design task involves tens, often hundreds, sometimes thousands of different contradictory elements, which are forced into a 

functional harmony only by man’s will. this harmony cannot be achieved by any other means that those of art.”123

alvar aalto was an architect in favor of multi-sensory engagement who made a distinct step towards the “image of matter”. his architec-

ture is connected with a general sense of time and place, rather than with any specific style. His architecture was not particularly dictated 

by any dominant conceptual idea; rather his work grew through separate architectural scenes, episodes, and detail elaborations. Instead 

of an overpowering intellectual concept, the whole is held together by the constancy of an emotional atmosphere.  the collaboration be-

tween the two opposites ultimately requires applying balance within architecture where no one or the other should totally dominate in the 

121  Pallasmaa “Landscape Architecture: Architecture and the Influence of Other Fields of Inquiry” p340

122  Ibid

123  Aalto “Taide ja teknikka [Art and Technology]” p87-88

The section elucidate the potential solutions for integrating both “irreconcilable opposites”, particularly by reflecting on relevant theoretical observations 
of alvar aalto. Sensory charts are used to illustrate possibilities for achieving the elegant properties of parametric in conjunction with phenomenal impera-
tives. 
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process of design. rather than relying on a singular overpowering concept or image from the beginning of a design, architecture can be 

conceived through a sequence of human situations and encounters developing from experiential events towards an architectural form. In 

his description of the design process of the Paimio Sanatorium, Aalto formulates a design philosophy progressing from the identification 

and articulation of experiential situations: “...a building has to be conceived from inside outwards, that is, the small units and details with 

which a person is engaged form a kind of framework, a system of cells, which eventually turns into the entity of the building. at the same 

time as the architect develops a synthesis from the smallest cells onwards, the opposite process exists and the architect keeps the entity in 

his mind.”124 

It is in this sense that parametric principles and phenomenal properties can potentially exist within one another. this approach allows for 

certain spaces to be principally defined by the positive principles of the parametric while other spaces principally respond to human aware-

ness through phenomenal properties;  design suitability would be determined in response to the particularities of site, programmatic area, 

and circumstance. this architecture grows from within and opens up, instead of adhering to the traditional design process that proceeds 

from an outer conceptual image moving inward. the composition of such architecture can establish a dialogue between concept and mak-

ing, visuality and hapticity, elegance and phenomenal (sensorial) experiences, where its strength does not rely on a singular form of archi-

tecture but sequences of linked architectural scenes, episodes and events. In this sense, the threshold between scenes becomes a critical 

design element.

the design suitability of such thresholds may be initially examined by a sensory experience chart (shown on the following page) of an en-

trance, in order to critically rationalize when parametric principles or phenomenal properties might be most appropriately encouraged to 

dominate.

124  Aalto “Problemi di architecttura” p3
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While individual elements such as entry, stairs, walls, and windows may be sensorially considered, each element gradually participates in 

a wider architectural experience interpreted as an experiential sequence (narrative), with a beginning, middle, and end, each with its own 

sensory implications and imperatives as considered in the chart below, created by marina panos, an architecture student from architectural 

theoretIcal argument
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design studio at UIUC. This approach suggests potential approaches to designing a parametric / phenomenal sequence of spaces, including 

full sensory system interpretation of the architectural environment.

using this method of analyzing experiential situations, a designer has the potential to engage the elegance of parametric architecture while 

ensuring the design remains firmly rooted in human experiential reality; the whole is held together by the conditions of a sensory environ-

ment. 

theoretIcal argument

marina panos, Sensory experience chart, 2001. courtesy of marina panos, chicagofigure 27. 
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 “Our age has lost the awareness that the act of building inevitably involves a metaphysical message, a reflection of a view of the world and 
man’s relationship to the world. Buildings and other human acts are not dictated by purely practical needs – they always constitute a dialogue 
with the world and contribute to forming the relationship of the individual ego or the collective identity of a cultural community to time and 
the world.”125

The experiments in the following chapter question what sort of parametric architecture will grow from this attention to our entire human 

awareness and sensory capacities. What would a parametric built environment be like if sensory response, sentiment, and memory were 

critical design factors, just as critical as the elegance of ordered complexity of parametric architecture? the experiments explore an alterna-

tive to the prevalent reductive style and aesthetics of parametric architectural thought. as thomas Sieverts has written regarding the means 

for understanding and working in the metropolitan landscape: “It is not a matter of style (there are many different aesthetics), but of emo-

tional ties to the environment as the prerequisite of deeper interest, responsibility, and care. It is this deep, fundamental connection to care 

and responsibility, which makes aesthetics so important.126 

What architecture can and should bring to mind are the transactions between body, imagination, and the human environment. While there 

is significant appeal in the seemingly endless possibilities that parametric architecture offers, the over-emphasis on the intellectual and 

conceptual is troubling. bloomer and moore in the course of their research have found that sensory information are rarely central to design 

decisions. As a result, “reference was seldom made to the unique perceptual and emotional capacities of the human being.”127 architecture 

reflecting this condition becomes a dry calculated art that is best appreciated cognitively but not sensorially. Pallasmaa believes: “Any art, 

however, that engages itself too explicitly with form turns into formalism, any art that searches for novelty loses its roots, and any art that 

obsessively grasps for beauty becomes sentimental.”128 because of the dangers of drifting towards aestheticism, reductive functionalism and 

125  Pallasmaa “The Two Languages of Architecture” p41

126  Sieverts “Metropolitan Landscapes: Attitudes, Research and Practice” p18

127  Bloomer and Moore Body, Memory, and Architecture pix

128  Pallasmaa “Melancholy and Time” p317
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experimental formalism, parametric architecture should aim to realize a built environment that integrates the intrinsic values of sensory re-

sponse and strong phenomenal properties. the following design experiments explore how parametric architecture can remain experimental 

and open to new forms and aspirations, without disregarding metaphysical and existential references.

In order for such an approach to become viable in parametric design, the following chapters test the integration of sensory experiences as 

well as phenomenological imperatives within the parametric through an experimental design. 

theoretIcal argument
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x. DeSIgn matrIceS
1. InItIal matrIceS

03

01 02 04

throughout the evolution of the thesis, matrices have been used as tools to guide and connect ideas. these matrices show the development 
and alteration from the initial theoretical ideas to the final argument.
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Sensorially designed stairs (Spine)
Sensory systems Stairs Experiential Encounters

Color, material pattern, size of staircase, location of 
staircase in space, and whether in an enclosed or open 
space

Does it project an image of idea and spiritual 
aspirations/hierarchy and classification/status and 
prestige/power and authority?

Haptic System

Taste/Smell System

Visual System

Basic-Orientation 
System

Auditory System

Does the railings gives a sense of protection and 
guidance that makes us wants to hold on to it?

Treads - material texture gradient, and change in degree 
of hardness; selection of material for its thermal 
conductivity to facilitate temperature transfer when 
walking barefoot
Railings - material texture gradient (rough vs smooth), 
change in degree of hardness (rubber vs steel), thermal 
conductivity (copper vs wood), drag (leather vs marble)

Metaphors of flight/levitaiton/depth/sinking/falling
Does it project an image of a vertical labyrinth? 
lost/endless/losing balance?

Continuous run or changes in direction or spiralling
Steep and shallow or gentle and broad
Symmetrical or asymmetrical

Does it echoes the depth while descending?
Does it echoes the flight while ascending?
Does it echoes the rhythm of our heartbeat and 
breathing?

Treads made of materials that emit tone when stepped 
on or tapped with a cane
Space echoes or absorbs the sound of footsteps
Mechanical sound introduced into enclosed stairwell

Is there a clear or blurred distinction between top and 
bottom with the use of odor?
i.e. Floral odor signifying ascent to a higher spiritual 
plane or burned odor signifying descend to a lower 
underworld

Venting to include whiff of fragrance to indicate stair 
room or beginning and end of stair run

Sensorially designed Entrance (Threshold)

Sensory systems Entrance Experiential Encounters

Color, qualities of light and shadow projected, size of 
entrance location of entrance in space, and whether 
in an enclosed or open space

Projects an image of 
welcome/temptation/security/hesitation
/desire?

Haptic System

Taste/Smell System

Visual System

Basic-Orientation 
System

Auditory System

Does it resist my body with its very weight?
Does it invite my body with its weightlesness?
Does the door handle polished to a sheen by 
long use, gives a welcoming handshake?

Door handle - material texture gradient, and 
change in degree of hardness; selection of material 
for its thermal conductivity to facilitate temperature 
transfer when in contact with our hands
Hinges - material texture gradient (rough vs 
smooth), change in degree of hardness (rubber vs 
steel), thermal conductivity (copper vs wood), drag 
(leather vs marble)

Light and fluid defying gravity or solid and vertically 
grounded with the forces of earth
The direction which it swings outwards/inwards
Entering forward/backward/left/right/up down
The orientation of the entrance

Does it ritualize entry?
Does it provide the sense of elevation and flight 
during entry?
Does it provide the sense of depth and sinking 
during entry?
Does it pushes us away or open towards the 
other side?

Entrance made of materials that emit certain quality 
of tone when knocked on
Space echoes or absorbs the sound of opening and 
closing
Mechanical sound introduced into enclosed entrances

Does it act as a barrier to noise giving an 
image of isolation?
Does it make me anticipate the rooms behind 
it with sound?

Venting to include whiff of fragrance to indicate 
approach, entry and behind entry

Does it invoke my memories of re-entering a 
place I have been before?
Does the smell creates a sense of 
alienation/curiosity?

Sensorially designed wall (Separation/Stability)

Sensory systems Wall Experiential Encounters

Color, material pattern, scale of wall, shape of wall, 
location of wall in space, and whether in an enclosed or 
open space

Projects an image of stability/separation/both?

Haptic System

Taste/Smell System

Visual System

Basic-Orientation 
System

Auditory System

Does it resist my body with its very weight?
Does it invite my body with its weightlesness?
Does it suggest motion of my body with its fluidity?

Material texture gradient, and change in degree of 
hardness; selection of material for its thermal conductiv-
ity to facilitate temperature transfer when walking along 
it

Material texture gradient (rough vs smooth), change in 
degree of hardness (rubber vs steel), thermal conductiv-
ity (copper vs wood), drag (leather vs marble)

Light and fluid defying gravity or solid and vertically 
grounded with the forces of earth
Orientation of wall north/south/east/west
Vertical/Horizontal

Does it ritualize entry?
Does it provide the sense of elevation and 
flight during entry?
Does it provide the sense of depth and sinking 
during entry?

Wall made of materials that emit tone when hit on
Space echoes or absorbs the sound of activities

Does it act as a barrier to noise giving an image 
of isolation?
Does it make me anticipate the space behind it 
with sound?

Venting to include whiff of fragrance to indicate 
beginning and end of wall/back and front of wall

Does it invoke my memories of re-entering a 
place I have been before?
Does the smell creates a sense of alienation?

Sensorially designed floor (Stability)

Sensory systems Wall Experiential Encounters

Color, material pattern, size of door, location of door in 
space, and whether in an enclosed or open space

Projects an image of 
welcome/temptation/security/hesitation/desire?

Haptic System

Taste/Smell System

Visual System

Basic-Orientation 
System

Auditory System

Does it resist my body with its very weight?
Does it invite my body with its weightlesness?

Treads - material texture gradient, and change in degree 
of hardness; selection of material for its thermal 
conductivity to facilitate temperature transfer when 
walking barefoot

Railings - material texture gradient (rough vs smooth), 
change in degree of hardness (rubber vs steel), thermal 
conductivity (copper vs wood), drag (leather vs marble)

Light and fluid defying gravity or solid and vertically 
grounded with the forces of earth

Does it ritualize entry?
Does it provide the sense of elevation and flight 
during entry?
Does it provide the sense of depth and sinking 
during entry?

Treads made of materials that emit tone when stepped 
on or tapped with a cane
Space echoes or absorbs the sound of footsteps
Mechanical sound introduced into enclosed stairwell

Does it act as a barrier to noise giving an image 
of isolation?
Does it make me anticipate the rooms behind it 
with sound?

Venting to include whiff of fragrance to indicate 
approach, entry and behind entry

Does it invoke my memories of re-entering a 
place I have been before?
Does the smell creates a sense of alienation?

Sensorially designed windows (Eye)

Sensory systems Windows Experiential Encounters

Color, transparency, qualities of light and shadow 
projected, size of window, location of window in space, 
and whether in an enclosed or open space

Haptic System

Taste/Smell System

Visual System

Basic-Orientation 
System

Auditory System

Glass - Expressing multiple essences of glass that invites 
touch: brittleness and maleability, hardness and fragility, 
immateriality and solidity, heaviness and weightlessness, 
perfection or imperfection surfaces. Degrees of 
transparency, reflectivity and detailing
Frame/unframed - material texture gradient (rough vs 
smooth), change in degree of hardness (rubber vs steel), 
thermal conductivity (copper vs wood), drag (leather vs 
marble)

Orientation of window to north/south/east/west
Orientation of window vertically/diagonally

Depth, hardness and weight of the glass to indicate 
exclusion or connection

Venting to include whiff of fragrance to indicate the 
distinction of outside and inside

Does it project a symbol of 
openess/enticement/seduction/confusion/frightening?
Does it evoke illusions and miracles of perception?

Does it evoke images of touch that are directly related 
with those of water?
Does it create an effect between the real and the 
unreal?
How much natural light are being projected through?
Are natural light light projected through as blurred or 
with distinctive sharp shadows?

What are the windows facing/framing?
Does it frame something that reflects interior to 
exterior/exterior to interior?
Does it encourages reflection and fusion?

Does it act as a barrier to noise giving an image of 
isolation?
Does it make me anticipate the rooms behind it with 
sound?

Does it invoke a sense of nostalgia on one side and 
opposite on the other? 

Parametric architecture can be interpreted as a story, with a beginning, middle, and end. there are various haptic clues to aid one in differentiating qualities of space. this chart is intended to provide the inhabitant with questions pertaining to the five 
sensory systems of sensual appreciation. these questions will lead to answers that can help the inhabitant gain a full sensory interpretation of the parametric architectural space at hand.

SENSORY CHART - JOURNEY OF SPACE THROUGH A PARAMETRIC ENVIRONMENT

- is ground hard/soft
- is ground one/many surfaces

- did the ground surface change
- what materials enclose you
- what did you touch upon entry

- do the materials want to be touched
- are the surfaces hard/soft/edges/curves

- does the ground prepare you 
for exsiting the space
- are there new materials

- is ground hard/soft
- is ground one/many surfaces
- is the ground like the inteior/exterior

- are sounds in open/close space
- where are keynote sounds
- what are the soundmarks

- what sound signify enclosure
- can you sense new scale

- are the sounds contained/disperesed
- are there new keynote sounds

- is there a blend of interior/exterior sounds - is the path out similar to the approach
- can you sense what direction to proceed

HAPTIC SYSTEM

TASTE/SMELL SYSTEM

VISUAL SYSTEM

BASIC-ORIENTATION 
SYSTEM

AUDITORY SYSTEM

APPROACH ENTRY INTERIOR SPACE 1. 2. 3. EXIT PATH OUT

- are you facing the 
north/south/east/west
- is the ground high/low
- is the space near the edge of 
land/inland

- what elements direct
- are you higher/lower than at the 
approach

- are the spaces aligned with the 
north/south/east/west
- do you feel lost
- is the space/warm/cold

- are you facing the same direction at the 
beginning
- do you know what is next

- are you north/south/east/west
- is the ground high/low
- is the space near the edge of land/inland
- where are you in relation to the traveled space

- is the air salty/dry/wet
- is there nostalgia in the smell
- why is the smell specific to the place

- is the air manmade/natural
- did the taste change
- are smells eliminated/enhanced

- does the air taste different room to room
- is there a different smell in each room

- is the air closer to inside or outside smells
- is it distinctive

- is the air like the approach
- why is the smell specific to the space

- what colors surround the space
- what shapes do you see
- what scale is the space
- is there manmade intervention

- what colors surround the space
- what shapes do you see
- what scale is the space
- is there manmade intervention
- what signifies a change in space

- what objects are included
- are the objects part of the space or an 
addition to the space

- what colors surround the space
- what shapes do you see
- what scale is the space
- what symbols identify the exit
- what leads you out

- what colors surround the space
- what shapes do you see
- can you see where to go next

PHENOMENOLOGYPARAMETRIC 
ARCHITECTURE

PARAMETRICISM

PATRIK SCHUMACHER

GREG LYNN

ALI RAHIM

JUHANI PALLASMAA

MAURICE MERLEAU-PONTY

MARTIN HEIDEGGER

EDMUND HUSSERL

STEVEN HOLL

JAMES J. GIBSON

PETER ZUMTHOR

ALBERTO PEREZ-GOMEZ

FIVE SENSORY SYSTEMS
THINKING

AESTHETICISM

EXPERIMENTAL FORMALISM

ARCHITECTURE OF ESSENCE

METAPHYSCIAL

EXISTENTIAL 

DAVID SEAMON

HUMAN BODY AT THE CENTRE OF EXPERIENTIAL WORLD

EXPERIENTIAL DEPTH

SENSE OF BELONGING

METAPHORICAL THOUGHT

MEMORY

IDENTIFICATION

ELEGANCE

CONTINUOUS DIFFERENTIATION

SENSE OF TEMPORALITY

essence of consciousness from the first point of view

question of being

understanding daily environmental experiences and behaviors

recognition of collective similarities, identities, and differences 

in the continuum of experience

ARCHITECTURE AND THE SENSES

PHENOMENOLOGY IN ARCHITECTURE

DANIEL LIBESKIND

TADAO ANDO

MULTI-SENSORY EXPERIENCE

SENSES CONSIDERED AS THE PERCEPTUAL SYSTEM

DAVID ABRAM
the world makes itself evident to awarenss through direct, sensorial experience

MAURICE SAUZET
making use of sensory phenomenology to create a dialogue between the inhabitant and his dwelling
every space tend towards an awakening of the deepest recollections of the self

REDUCTIVE FORMALISM

CONVENTIONAL FORMALISM

parametricism
 as the new profound style

POSITIVE PRINCIPLES NEGATIVE PRINCIPLES
avoid rigid forms (squares, triangles and circles)
avoid simple repetition (lack of variety)
avoid collage of isolated, unrelated elements (lack of order)
avoid rigid functional stereotypes
avoid segregative functional zoning

all forms must be parametrically malleable (soft)
all systems must be differentiated gradually (gradients) and interdependent (correlations)

all function are parametric activity scenarios
all activities communicate with each other

HAPTIC SYSTEM

AUDITORY SYSTEM

TASTE/SMELL SYSTEM

VISUAL SYSTEM

BASIC-ORIENTING SYSTEM

ZAHA HADID

KENT C. BLOOMER AND CHARLES W. MOORE

JOY MONICE MALNAR AND FRANK VODVARKA

- memory of touch
- integrates our experience of the world    
and ourselves
- perception of weight and materiality
- key to multi-sensory experience

- provides temporal continuum in which visual impression are embedded
- reverberation time speaks about the shape and size of a space
- tone provides us information about the softness and structure of materials
- sense of connection and solidarity
- silence, time and solitude
- space is conceived and appreciatedthrough echo

- evokes deeper memories
- colours and delicate details evoke oral sensations
- nostrils stimulate a forgotten image
- our sensory experience of the world originates in the interior sensation of the mouth

- extensions of tactility
- sense of separation and distance
- reveals what touch already knows

- refers to our postural sense of up and down
- movemet, balance and scale are felt unconsciously through the body
- dependence on gravity
- establishes our knowledge of the ground plane

RETINAL ART OF THE EYE

refinement, precision and formal opulence

ALI RAHIM AND HINA JAMELLE

DAVID GOLDBLATT

KIVI SOTAMAA

ARCHITECTURE, AS WITH ALL ART, IS FUNDAMENTALLY CONFRONTED WITH QUESTIONS OF HUMAN EXSITENCE IN SPACE AND TIME, EXPRESSING AND RELATING MAN’S BEING IN THE WORLD

architecture holds the power to inspire and transform our 
day-to-day existence

in architecture, there is a part that is the result of logical reasoning 
and a part that is created through the senses

good building must be capable of absorbing the traces of human life and thus 
taking on a specific richness

what is missing from our dwellings today are the potential transactions between 
body, imagination, and environment

LIGHTNESS AND FLUIDITY

PERFECTION

elegant projects do not reveal the process of formation. the complexity and 
depth of their formal and material articulation is such that they cannot be read

elegance is a thin, bare-boned quality of refined organization and effeciency and even in its complexity exhibits an appear-
ance of lightness that is intensified by its suggestion of forms on the move

the concept of elegance has the ability to push forward the discourse of contemporary architecture by accepting that complex 
architectural compositions require an accompanying visual aesthetic as sophisticated as the current techniques used to generate 

form

GREG LYNN
continuous differentiation is the term to tie organizational, spatial and aesthetic 
features through continuity in surface and material in a parametric built envi-
ronment

SENSORY DESIGN

The architecture of essence perceives the metaphysical and existential 
problem of being human and tries to reinforce man’s foothold on earth.

The architecture of form aims at capturing the viewer’s attention and 
approval through its voluble language of expression or through an 

appeal to indolence

ARCHITECTURE OF FORM ARCHITECTURE OF ESSENCE

Most experiences of articulated space in parametric architecture have been reduced to a single experience of 
sensory mode; with architecture that prioritizes aestheticism, reductive functionalism and experimental 

formalism, sensory and bodily experiences have been disregarded

It is the slowed passage of time that allows the tactile 
experience to resonate within one’s consciousness long 
after departing from the design

Aesthetically, it is the elegance 
of ordered complexity and the 
sense of seamless fluidity, akin 
to natural systems that consti-

tute the hallmark of parametri-
cism

2. fInal matrIx

theoretIcal argument
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3 SIte aSSeSSment 

the city, even more than the house, is an instrument of metaphysi-
cal function, an intricate instrument structuring action and power, 
mobility and exchange, societal organizations and cultural struc-
tures, identity and memory.

                     

Juhani pallasmaa, “city Sense: the city as perceived, remembered 
and Imagined” (1996)
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“authentic architecture is always about life. man’s existential experience is the prime subject matter of the art of building. to a certain degree, 
great architecture is also always about architecture itself, about the rules and boundaries of the discipline itself. but today’s architecture seems 
to have abandoned life entirely and escaped into pure architectural fabrication. Authentic architecture represents and reflects a way of life, 
an image of life. Instead, today’s buildings frequently appear empty and do not seem to represent any real and authentic way of life.”1 

archives new Zealand in thorndon, Wellington was selected as the vehicle for design exploration to test the integration of sensory experi-

ences within parametrics. throughout history, archives have been important spaces in cities to express the re-connection of our history and 

culture. archives have the innate capacity to express themselves as a container, the shell, for a nation’s identity. archives are not merely an 

object or a building, but a diffuse and complex condition, integrating memories and images, desires and fears, the past and the present. 

today, archives are often perceived as little more than a secular storage for objects and documents. the obsessively functionalized archive 

has turned too readily legible, too obvious, leaving no opportunity for memory and imagination. one of the reasons why contemporary ar-

chives are so alienating is that they do not embrace the potential of narrative; their structure and contents are perceived at a single glance. 

an archive cannot be shaped at once; it has its time dimension and continuum, and it is a gradual product of a culture and individual’s 

adaptation to the world. A reflection on the essence of an archive takes us away from the physical properties of the archive, bringing us into 

our deepest mental dimension, allowing us to engage issues of identity and memory, consciousness as well as the unconscious. pallasmaa’s 

detailed description of a city’s capacity for human description and imagination can be closely compared to the essence of an archive:

“the city, even more than the house, is an instrument of metaphysical function, an intricate instrument structuring action and power, mobility 
and exchange, societal organizations and cultural structures, identity and memory. Undoubtedly the most significant and complex of human 
artifacts, the city controls and entices, symbolizes and represents, expresses and conceals. cities are inhabited excavations of the archeology 
of culture, exposing the dense fabric of societal life.”2 

1 Pallasmaa “Identity, Intimacy and Docimile: Notes on the Phenomenology of Home” p125

2 Pallasmaa “City Sense: The City as Perceived, Remembered and Imagined” p142

I. the archIVe of memory

SIte aSSeSSement

this section introduces archives new Zealand as the chosen vehicle for design experimentation, highlighting its innate capacity to express itself as a sym-
bolic architecture for existential experiences. It establishes the opportunity for engaging narrative and emotional responses integrated with its functionality. 
the objective is to elucidate its potential for an integration between sensory response mechanisms and parametric elegance.
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Great archives have the potential of giving us the possibility of existence; they allow us to reflect upon what is general and shared in the 

human existential experience. Shelves and drawers for example, symbolically represent the function of putting away and taking out, stor-

ing and remembering. the inside of a drawer expresses intimacy and secrecy, and it is not supposed to be opened by just anybody. the 

ability to imagine and daydream must be considered the most human and essential of our capabilities. thus, archives new Zealand opens 

up opportunities for a series of design experiments to engage sensory response mechanisms that perceive the metaphysical and existential 

issues of being human while integrating with experimental and intellectualized parametric architecture to create an authentic architecture 

of elegance.

SIte aSSeSSement

references
pallasmaa, Juhani “city Sense” Encounters: Architectural Essays/ Juhani Pallasmaa ed. macKeith peter (helsinki: rakennustieto oy, 2005) 

pp141-146

pallasmaa, Juhani “Identity, Intimacy , and Domicile” Encounters: Architectural Essays/ Juhani Pallasmaa ed. macKeith peter (helsinki: rak-

ennustieto oy, 2005) pp111-126
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thorndon block

central business District block

te aro block

rendered map of Wellington city

SIte aSSeSSement

archives new Zealand
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II. urban context - WellIngton central cIty, neW ZealanD

city contour city grids city building footprint

1. bacKgrounD

SIte aSSeSSement

Wellington is new Zealand’s capital city, and is located at the south-western tip of the north Island on the cook Strait. the earliest maori 

name for Wellington was te upoko-o-te-Ika-a-māui, which means ‘the head of Maui’s fish’.  With a latitude of 41° 17’ S, Wellington is the 

southernmost national capital city in the world. Wellington is dominated by its central business district (cbD), cultural and nightlife venues 

concentrated at the inner city suburb of te aro, and thorndon district which is home to the government parliament. Wellington is a cultural 

city and it accommodates many museums, theatres and art festival venues. Wellington has a reputation for its scenic natural harbor and 

green hillsides. The CBD is situated near Lambton Quay, a division of Wellington harbor. It lies along an active geological fault, which has 

caused the land to the west to rise abruptly leaving many of Wellington’s suburbs elevated above the centre of the city.
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city Division

SIte aSSeSSement

courtenay place

governmental buildings

cuba Street

thorndon area

central business District

Wellington harbour

civic centre

railway Station

the divided districts signify different growing ranges and sizes of the creative and cultural sectors
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city reclaimed land

reclaimed area, 185.4 hec

SIte aSSeSSement

the reclamation of Wellington harbour constitutes an important externalization of the city’s expansion for human activities
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heritage buildings

heritage building footprint

civic centre heritage area

Post Office Square Heritage Area

courtenay heritage area

bnZ heritage area

parlimentary heritage area

St Johns church heritage area

cuba Street heritage area

building footprints
Study limit

Stoutt Street heritage area

Heritage buildings afford reflection on the characteristic, status and birth of the city, establishing time and cultural identity.
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building age

prior to 1880

1890-99

1920-29

1900-09

1880-89

prior to 1920

1930-39

1910-19

1950-59
1940-49

1960-69

1980-89
1990-99

1970-79

of mixed age
2000-09

age of building

age unknown
Study limit

the building age reveals the change and continuity of construction in the city, indicating growth movement concentrating from the outskirts towards the harbour
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city Street hierarchy

SIte aSSeSSement

motorway

golden mile
arterial road

principal road

Street hierarchy indicates main transition paths within the city 
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city Street pattern

SIte aSSeSSement

connection Streets

connection Street built to simplify network use
Streets

Street Spine

gridlike pattern of road structure acts as the spine for the city, penetrating through connecting districts within the city
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city fault lines

SIte aSSeSSement

fault line

Six active fault lines are located below the city; they project the past creation of the city landscape
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Wind Zone

SIte aSSeSSement

unknown

low Wind Zone
medium Wind Zone

Specific Design

Very high Wind Zone
high Wind Zone

Located in a River of Wind, the wind zone defines diverse intensity created by a single natural element within the city
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3D render of thorndon and archives

archives new Zealand
high court of new Zealand

Wellington girls’ collegeSt paul’s cathedral

national library

old St paul’s church

aitkens on mulgrave Suites 

early Settler furniture

east Day Spa bodyworks fitness 
centre

freedom furniturethistle Inn tavern

ecc lighting & furniture
pipitea marae

Victoria university pipitea campus
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thorndon is an inner city suburb and is located upon the northern plain that makes up the heart of Wellington. It is the backbone of new 

Zealand’s governmental parliament sector which resides in the centre of thorndon between the green hills of Wadestown to the west and 

the port facilities of Wellington harbour to the east. the suburb is surrounded by a major transportation hub including the urban highway, 

terminal of the ferries linking the north and South island, and the Wellington railway Station. new Zealand’s top sporting venue, Westpac 

Stadium, is situated near the edge of the Wellington harbor. a number of embassies, schools and colleges are also located in the thorndon 

area.

the reclamation of Wellington harbour constitutes an important externalization of the city’s expansion for human activities, which creates 

attractive design opportunities to explore.  In contrast, the Heritage buildings afford reflection on the characteristics, and historic status of 

the city, establishing its unique identity. They reveal the anthropology of growth and continuity of construction in the city. The six fault lines 

that divide the area into planar fractures or discontinuity serve as a “contradiction” in generating design anomalies.

as illustrated on the previous page, the archive is near the center of the thorndon area. the adjacent building to the north is the old St 

paul’s church which serves as an axial orientation point. the densely crowded commercial buildings largely dominate the west side of the 

archive. In contrast, the east side is more exposed, revealing the railway stations and the harbor. It creates an interesting design opportunity 

by relating the contrast of openness and enclosure between the two sides.

III. ImmeDIate context - thornDon
1. bacKgrounD

3D view of thorndon from harbour

SIte aSSeSSement
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thorndon contour

thorndon building Volumes

thorndon central gridsplan render of thorndon

2. grID anD contour analySIS
III. ImmeDIate context - thornDon

analysis of contour, building volumes and central grids in response to the thorndon area.

archives new Zealand
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the city grid within the business district area starts with linear and orthogonal patterns and as it radiates toward the thorndon area, it aligns 

and follows the topographic contour changes. the building volumes also branch out resulting in a clustered organization. the thorndon 

area’s non-compact geometrical regularity is defined by the central grid of the city. Symmetry and axial conditions are analyzed as means to 

unify part of the clustered organization. the grid shifts from the linear organization (business district) to the clustered organization (thorndon 

area) to create an interception of nodes that form a continuous network path resulting in a cohesive and unique narrative footprint reflect-

ing the characteristics of the city. 

SIte aSSeSSement

movementsnetworks

nodes
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archives new Zealand entrance View

SIte aSSeSSement
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IV. buIlDIng analySIS - archIVeS neW ZealanD

archives new Zealand is part of the new Zealand government’s public service department with overall responsibility for government record 

keeping and community archives. It was formed in 2000 after the separation of national archives from the Department of Internal affairs. 

Due to the nature of cultural, historical and genealogical records that are available to the people of the nation, it symbolically represents 

the memory of a nation. 

the main public entrance of the archive is located on the west facade at mulgrave Street. the site slopes dramatically from mulgrave Street 

down to Thorndon Quay on the east elevation of the archive. The east entrance is for private use by way of the loading bay.  The typical 

visitors are families, historians, academics, professional historians, government officials, documentary researchers and genealogists. The 

archive stores more than 80 kilometers of new Zealand government records, which occupy two-thirds of the archive space, dating from the 

early 19th to the early 21st century. The record types include documents, letters, seals, emails, digital images, sound recordings, films, photo 

negatives, web pages and art works. In addition to its principal program of archival storage, there are offices, exhibition gallery, loading bay, 

lobby, café, reading room, and processing and packaging room. One-third of the ground floor consists of public space, and the rest is used 

for private area. the treaty of Waitangi is on display in the constitution room on the ground level within the archive. 

Thorndon Quay View  mulgrave Street View

SIte aSSeSSement

1. bacKgrounD
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2. buIlDIng eleVatIonS
IV. buIDlIng analySIS - archIVeS neW ZealanD

east elevation (back) north elevation (left)

SIte aSSeSSement

the public entrance of the archive is located at mulgrave Street which is the west elevation of the building. the site slopes dramatically to 
Thorndon quay on the east elevation of the archive. The east entrance is the loading bay for private uses. As illustrated above, the lower 
level 3 is submerged below ground, while lower level 2 to level 2 is exposed as the west facade of elevation.

lower level 3

lower level 2

lower level 1

ground level

level 1

level 2

22033mm 12697mm

Section of site facing north Section of site facing West
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facade on the west is the main entrance on mulgrave Street; lower level 1 to lower lever 3 are hidden from view.

West elevation (front) South elevation (right)

SIte aSSeSSement

entrances

lower level 3

lower level 2

lower level 1

ground level

level 1

level 2
22033mm12697mm

mulgrave St

Thordon Quay
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ll3 ll3ll2

3. exIStIng floor planS
IV. buIDlIng analySIS - archIVeS neW ZealanD

SIte aSSeSSement

archival Storage (maps & Documents) archival Storage (maps & Documents)archival Storage loading Dock

carpenter room art Works & film Stocks

cool Storage processing & packaging room
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l1g l2

SIte aSSeSSement

archival Storage (maps & Documents)repository plant room

register room Staff room

main exhibition gallery conservation laboratory

finding aids area Regulatory Office

constitution room library

repographic area meeting room

main reading room Head of Section Office

audio Visual Display & foyer gallery

lobby & cafe Head Offices

training room

Secure reading room Open Plan Office Area
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archival Storage (maps & Documents)

SIte aSSeSSement

archival Storage

cool Storage

loading Dockprocessing & packaging room

carpenter room

art Works & film Stacks

archival Storage (maps & Documents)

lower level 3 lower level 2 lower level 1

programme

cIrculatIon

IV. buIlDIng analySIS - archIVeS neW ZealanD
8. programme layout anD cIrculatIon
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repository

constitution room

main exhibition gallery

audio Visual Display & foyer gallery

training room

Secure reading room

register room finding aids area

repographic area

lobby & cafe

main reading room

archival Storage

library

Staff room

Open Plan Office Area

Head of Section Office

meeting roomHead Offices

plant room

conservation laboratory
Regulatory Office

ground level level 1 level 2
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4. exIStIng SectIon facIng eaSt
IV. buIDlIng analySIS - archIVeS neW ZealanD

SIte aSSeSSement

ground level

level 1

level 2

lower level 3

lower level 2

lower level 1

public and archive repository

archvies Storage

Offices

archival Storage

archival Storage

archival Storage

3400mm

4115mm

4115mm

4512mm

5182mm

5181mm

The section shows the general programme distribution on all floors and their floor height. The archival storage area occupies lower level 1 to 
lower level 3. Ground level is the public area and archive repository. Offices are situated on Level 2 to manage the entire archive.
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the structural grids of the building are orthogonally rectangular. the three-dimensional horizontal and vertical structural elements are in-

terconnected perpendicularly, suggesting a rigid and robust “persona” to the building. In terms of circulation path, the archive uses a simple 

and linear approach. the path-space relationships consist of symmetrical nodes and terminations of path, evenly distributed forming a 

rhythmic and sequential orientation of space. The regular layout and movement in the archive create opportunities to explore the relation-

ship between “presumed anticipation” of space and the interplay of opposing elements that “redefine expectation” as participants move in 

time through a sequence of spaces. Subsequently, the grid structure of columns and beams can serve as a restriction and regular guidance 

for distribution of spatial experiences. 

SIte aSSeSSement

IV. buIlDIng analySIS - archIVeS neW ZealanD
5. exIStIng Structural SyStemS anD cIrculatIon

circulation of public and private Spacesgrid Structures
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6. VISItorS, SerVIceS anD recorDS
IV. buIlDIng analySIS - archIVeS neW ZealanD

family history records
Birth files

Still birth files
Death files

Marriage files  
Divorce files
Probate/Wills

professional research
history of academic community 

land records
Waitangi tribunal records

Defence records
WW II personnel records

government research
local government records

motion pictures
Video and audio tapes

historical objects and artifacts

Immigration records
probates

coroners’ reports
notices of intention to marry

military service records up to 1920

family

academics

professional historians

Government Officials

Documentary

genealogists

mandatory and discretionary standards
best practice recordkeeping guides

recordkeeping fact sheets
general Disposal authorities

Sector specific disposal authorities
training courses
regular forums

recordkeeping and appraisal advice
local government Schedule

Documents (Electronic/Digital)
letters
Seals
emails

Digital Images
Sound recordings

films
negatives
Web pages
art Work

Services

record types

the charts show the different types of visitors, services provided and the record types stored in the archive.
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archival Storage
Offices

path access

exhibition gallery

loading bay

art Work and film Stacks

lobby and cafe
reading rooms

processing and packaging room

SIte aSSeSSement

IV. buIlDIng analySIS - archIVeS neW ZealanD
7. ExISITNG PROGRAMMATIC REQUIREMENTS

level 2

Staff Room Office 107 msq
Library   122 msq
Open Plan Offices 532 msq
Head Offices    15 msq x 18
Regulatory Office 140 msq
Meeting Room    80 msq
Circulation  983 msq

level 1

Archival Storage         1907 msq
Circulation             774 msq

lower level 1

Archival Storage 1907 msq
Circulation    413 msq

lower level 3

Archival Storage 1546 msq
Laboratory     100 msq
Offices     136 msq
Circulation    774 msq

ground level

Reprographics Area   25 msq
Head of Reference   40 msq
Lobby and Cafe 206 msq
Audio Visual Room 120 msq
Training Room  130 msq
Archive Storage 477 msq
Constitution Room   63 msq
Exhibition Room 180 msq
Register Room  121 msq
Finding Aids  100 msq
Secure Reading Room   60 msq
Reading Room  160 msq
Circulation  638 msq

lower level 2

Archival Storage 1205 msq
Loading Bay    112 msq
processing and 
Packaging    120 msq
Cool Storage    157 msq
Film Stack    179 msq
Art Store      44 msq
Workshop      55 msq
Circulation    448 msq

The diagrams illustrate the volumes in square meters for the existing programmes in the archive.
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... haptic and multi-sensory architecture makes the experi-
ence of time healing and pleasurable. this architecture does 
not struggle against time; it reifies the course of time and 
makes its acceptable. this architecture seeks to accommo-
date rather than impress, to evoke domesticity and comfort 
rather than admiration and awe.

Juhani pallasmaa, “hapticity and time” (2000) p326

4 experImental DeSIgn
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I. IntroDuctIon
1. multI-SenSory narratIVe approach

the research design experiments illustrated and discussed in this chapter test the integration of sensory experiences within a parametric 

environment. the experimental designs propose solutions to a parametric architecture, enabling it to engage our entire human awareness 

and sensory capacities. Sensory responses, phenomenal experiences, and symbolic narrative intentions are critical design factors, just as 

essential as incorporating the elegance and aesthetics of parametric architecture. rather than proposing an absolute answer, these experi-

ments research opportunities to both transcend and exploit sensory responses within a parametric environment. the research objective is to 

integrate multi-sensory and phenomenal experiences within a parametric environment that are as consistent as possible. 

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section establishes design guidelines while highlighting possible methods to integrate 

“irreconcilable” opposites. the second section proposes a conceptual design illustrating the design initiatives and their evolution toward 

interior visualizations. The third and final section of the chapter serves as a conclusion for both the chapter and the thesis. This section tests 

the dual integrated imperatives of phenomenological and parametric in both plan and three-dimensions (spatiality), within five final interior 

spaces: entrance, reading area, transition Space, archive entry, and archive. each space is used to explore hybrid resolutions of the dual 

imperatives.

experImental DeSIgn
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experIentIal
 program 

 SItuatIonS

architecture’s task - to integrate irreconcilable opposites - is impossible, fundamental, and necessary... architecture is conceivable in this 
contradictory task only through understanding any design as a poetic manifestation...1 

In order to test the integration of sensorial, phenomenal and parametric properties, the design experiments employ narrative to help negoti-

ate between contradictory categories and oppositions. poetic and narrative imagery enable seeming contradictions to be overcome through 

polyvalent and synthetic imagery.2 the design experiments grow through separate architectural scenes, episodes, and narration that are 

reflected by a sequence of human situations and encounters. Instead of being external spectators of the narrative, inhabitants journey and 

progress through the events.

Story telling myths and legends have been important in early cultural traditions in new Zealand. particularly in maori culture, these myths 

are often passed through descendents to tell stories of origins of how the world and everything within it were created. they represent an 

explanation to cultural existence and the characteristics of its cultural nature. the maori understanding of creation of the universe was ex-

pressed in genealogical form. Maori stories reflect universal myths shared by many other cultures. Creation myths reflect rituals of growing 

up and gaining wisdom, as in the sequence “the beginning, the searching, the growth, the desire, and the knowledge.” Thus, five expe-

riential situations have been chosen to symbolically adapt these sequential narrative ritual events. The five chosen experiential situations 

are sequentially entrance, reading area, transition, archive entry and the archive. The essential aims of these five programmes are to test 

opportunities for mediation and reconciliation between phenomenal and parametric properties.

1  Pallasmaa “Landscape Architecture: Architecture and the Influence of Other Fields of Inquiry” p340

2  Pallasmaa “Landscape Architecture: Architecture and the Influence of Other Fields of Inquiry” p340

II. concept manIfeStatIon
1. thematIc Statement

experImental DeSIgn
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II. concept manIfeStatIon
2. IDentIfIcatIon of experIentIal SItuatIonS

experImental DeSIgn

the experiential situations brings into play the ritual of growing up which is evident in universal myths but is also clear in many versions of 

the Maori myths. The chart above outlines the five chosen experiential situations into subsequent conceptual designing guidelines.

entrance

the beginning

listen to the chants of creation
lift, lift up the south land.

upward, upward lift the south sky.
put each in its own position.

there to rest for ever.
lift, lift up rangi,

and with offering made to thee, o 
rangi, We lift thee up! 3

the threshold
the continuation

contrast of light and shadow
continuity of surface

contrast between freedom and 
grounding

enclosure and expansion

there were three baskets, the 
kete-aronui, with beneficial 
knowledge, the kete-tuauri, 
with the full range of ritual 
and incantation, and the 

kete-tuatea, containing the 
knowledge of evil and black 

magic.4

the absence
the Depths

Significance of shadow
patina and imperfection

Secrecy and anticipation
absence and solitude

the three baskets were 
brought from the overworlds 
to earth by the god tane... 

he had the foresight to 
select a suitable site for the 
first earthly whare kura in 

which the baskets were to be 
enshrined.5

the gift
the memories

Significance of shadow
penetration of light

aura of sanctity
Waves of contemplation

tane was the chosen one to 
ascend the overworlds in quest 

of the sacred lore... It is not clear 
how far tane had to travel to 

reach the baskets and the stones 
in which the sacred knowledge 

was enshrined.2

the ascent
the choice

Defying gravity
Devoid of primordial 

geometries

Sense of liberation
Dreams and illusions
Sense of anticipation

the primal parents clung to 
each other. tane exerted all 
his strength, straining back 
and limbs, until at last the 
mighty bodies of earth and 

sky were forced apart.1

the creation
the Separation

Fluid/Water
Weight and weightlessness

light and shadow

reality and illusion
connection and solidarity

the Searching the growth the Desire the Knowledge

reading area transition archive entry archive

experIentIal
 program 

 SItuatIonS

SYMBOLS / POETICS 
for DeSIgn

parametrIc anD 
phenomenologIcal 

ImperatIVeS

emotIonal
 encounterS

maorI creatIon
 myth aS a 

narratIVe example

SEQUENTIAL 
narratIVe eVentS

Interior 01 Interior 02 Interior 03 Interior 04 Interior 05

1  reed, a. W. maori myth and legend p11 
2  reed, a. W. maori myth and legend p13
3  reed, a. W. maori myth and legend p9
4  reed, a. W. maori myth and legend p13
5  reed, a. W. maori myth and legend p13

this section outlines the relationships within the 5 design experiments to the 5 chosen experiential program situations and 5 events relating to a “universal 
narrative” sequence.
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III. conceptual DeSIgn
1. artIculatIon of form

experImental DeSIgn

the beginning the Searching the growth
The creation of the first situation by stretching and 

pushing the element
oval form integrated to the creation The expansion of the oval form into multiple floor 

planes

In the process of articulating a preliminary form, the St paul’s church on the north side of the archive is used as an axial orientation point. 

the alignment of axes to the church creates a strong regulating device while implying sacred relationships and symmetry in the design. the 

initial symmetrical arrangement must ultimately confront and resolve the asymmetry of the site, such as the unbalanced nature of the east 

and west sides of the axis. An oval was introduced to reflect daylight orientation while embedding a fluid form contradicting the existing 

structural context. the ellipsoidal form follows the rhythmic movement of the context by elongating along the axis. the grid shifts in the city 

This first section of the conceptual design describes the starting point and evolutionary sequence of the form articulation for the overall design. It explains 
the decision-making as derived from existing conditions that helped initiate evolution of the design such as: primary building axes, hierarchies, program-
matic proportions, daylight orientation and the asymmetrical nature of the context in response to narrative and phenomenal considerations.

01 0502 0603 0704 08
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the growth the Desire the Knowledge
the evolution branches out likened to branching 

roots of a tree
circular form projected through the 

center of design
Taking a final form of integration

footprint are emphasized by planar elements with a regulated range of intensity from south to north. these additive forms result from the 

accretion of discrete elements characterized by their ability to grow and merge with other forms, achieving a unified composition of form. A 

complete circle evolving from the center serves as a symbolic entity representing the unity of form and creating hierarchical order unifying 

the oval and orthogonal.

09 1310 1411 1512 16
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the beginning the Searching

the growth

III. conceptual DeSIgn
1. artIculatIon of form

Taking into account the axes, design form of the daylight orientation, additive forms and the symbolic circle, the final integration of the 

form is based on the programmatic proportion of the archive.  The three lower level floors serve as an anchor point grounding the vertical 

structure and as an archival storage space that demands enclosure and thereby produce intimacy in space. The ground floor acts as a neu-

tral datum plane as it is the only floor with public access, ultimately becoming the mediator towards the lower levels and the upper levels. 

levels one and two have more additive forms that branch out, creating a series of junctures between mass and space. the existing columns 

01

05

02

06

03

07

04

08

these 3-dimensional forms are directly generated from the sketch drawings of the previous page. (page104-105)
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the Desire

the Knowledge

act as a spatial field and interact with the horizontal elements creating spatial enclosures which produce private spaces such as offices 

and archival storage. The existing orthogonal column grids as an archetypal element effectively defines the edge and boundaries of the 

spatial volume, while allowing visual and spatial continuity between the space and its surrounding. these design opportunities are regu-

lated based on function, existing context and structural context; at the same time, these opportunities can be exploited to reflect intricate 

narrative architectural forms. 

09
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Diagrams showing the articulation of form in response to the existing context:
1. the archive is aligned along the axis of the church thus creating a strong regulating device, while implying sacred relationships and symmetry in the 
design.
2. The floor planes define the limits and boundaries of the volume while creating habitable space.
3. The oval form integration imitates the daylight orientation while creating a fluid form contradicting the existing structural context.
4. the ellipsoidal form follows the rhythmic movement of the context by elongating along the axis.
5. the central circle serves as symbolic entity representing the unity of form and creates hierarchical order unifying the oval and orthogonal elements.
6. The existing columns act as a spatial field and interact with the horizontal elements creating spatial enclosure. Additive forms branch out creating series 
of junctures between mass and space.

III. conceptual DeSIgn
1. artIculatIon of form

0301 02

04 05 06
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transition

reading area

entrance

archive entry

archive

the design engages water as an element that 

has a long historic use in architecture to symbol-

ically evoke self-reflection. It can readily inhabit 

the parametric or non-parametric elements, 

since it is fluid. A circular pool is situated in the 

center of the design as a symbolic “beginning“ 

connecting both upper and lower levels. archi-

val records are contained beneath lower level 

3; inhabitants descend down to the depths to 

acquire knowledge. The main objective for the 

initial conceptual design was to observe how 

each of the 5 experiential situations can coexist 

perceptually in a unified whole in response to 

symbolic relationships based on the ritual of the 

stages of life leading to gaining wisdom.

2. InItIal InterIor VISualIZatIon
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01 02 03 04

experImental DeSIgn

IV. experImental DeSIgn
1. form eVolutIon

plan

3 Dimension
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05 06 07 08

as the design developed, forms evolved to become more parametrically malleable while at the 

same time engaging a more in depth sensorial experience. each form was developed with its sym-

bolic purposes as well as responding to contextual anomalies, as discussed further in the following 

pages.

experImental DeSIgn
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IV. experImental DeSIgn
2. reSponDIng to contextual anomalIeS

The nature of the fluid form exhibits a three-dimensional mass and volume that suggests a continuation of the existing topographic contour. 

Anchor points positioned through the central axis on each end of the form mark the termination and discontinuity of the fluid form. At the 

same time, both anchor points serve as a vertical threshold to upper floor planes. Meanwhile, voids are carefully modulated to allow different 

ranges of light penetration. the intention is to create a phenomenon of contrast between light and shadow through different levels.

experImental DeSIgn

lower level 3

this section further describes the evolution of the articulation and form of the design. It discusses the parametric and phenomenological imperatives that 
are taken into consideration in response to the topographic landscape and the urban and structural grids.

central axis

Daylight 
orientation

modulated for light 
penetration

anchor points

anchor points
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the design utilizes the rule of third to produce hierarchical volumes based on the existing structural grid. the reason for observing the rule 

of thirds is to discourage placement of elements in the centre of the context. the circular pool is symbolically shifted from the center and 

aligned to the axis of the entrance while the integration of the overlapping oval forms is influenced by the orientation of daylight. Each 

element on a level relates to adjacent element, allowing for integration and separation of particular dimensions of each form in response 

to symbolic intentions.

ground level

central axis

entrance alignment Daylight 
orientation

oval integration
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overlapping oval 
floor planes
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IV. experImental DeSIgn
2. reSponDIng to contextual anomalIeS

first level

As the next evolution of the design, the circular and oval geometrical volumes are spatially transformed by the fluidity of a continuous 

surface that gradually rises above them, again projecting from one vertical anchor point to another at the end of the building. the shape 

of the form is also suggesting a continuation of the existing landscape topography that is being brought into the orthogonal grids of the 

building, denying the typical uniform grid pattern. the forms are modulated to allow constant penetration of natural daylight into the center 

of the space in which homogeneous light could be utilized to outline the surface of parametric forms. While phenomenal imperatives such 

as deep shadows are enhanced by the overlapping floor planes within the parametric enclosure.

experImental DeSIgn
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Second level

the orthogonal skeletal structure on the second level is used to reinforce and support the design intervention. It responds to the existing 

structural grid to create functional modulated office spaces on the second level. The thin bare-boned quality of the element exhibits a sense 

of rhythm and lightness. 
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IV. experImental DeSIgn
3. experImental InterIor VISualIZatIonS

Within the overall design, a series of 5 detailed spatial experiments were undertaken to articulate inhabitation within the 5 selected experiential situations. 

The 5 spatial experiments illustrate the results of integrating both phenomenal and parametric experiences. Each experiential situation reflects specific 

phenomenal and parametric imperatives that are based upon its symbolic nature. An in-depth discussion of each final integrated interior occurs in the 

following sections, as listed on the next page.
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  phenomenologcial Imperatives
 - extreme contrast of light and shadow

  parametric Imperatives
 - Defiance of gravity
 - parametrically malleable
 - fluid continuity
 - perfection of materiality

the transition
(pages 136-139)

  phenomenologcial Imperatives
 - Presence of Water / symbolic

  parametric Imperatives
 - Defiance of gravity
 - parametrically malleable
 - Integration of perfection and Imper-
fection
 - Presence of water / Fluid

the reading area
(pages 132-135)

  phenomenologcial Imperatives
 - Significance of Shadow
 - Presence of Water / symbolic
 - Symbolic circle

  parametric Imperatives
 - Defiance of gravitythe entrance

(pages 128-131)

  phenomenologcial Imperatives
 - Significance of Shadow
 - aging of materiality

  parametric Imperatives
 - Defiance of gravity
 - parametrically malleable

the archive
(pages 144-147)

  phenomenologcial Imperatives
 - Significance of Shadow
 - Weight

  parametric Imperatives
 - fluidity
 - ageless perfection
 - continuity

the archive entry
(pages 140-143)
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IV. experImental DeSIgn
4. IntegratIng SymbolIc, phenomenologIcal anD parametrIc ImperatIVeS

experImental DeSIgn

this section elucidates the integration of symbolic, phenomenological and parametric intentions. It begins by illustrating the parametric malleability of 
the entire design, exhibiting the overall parametric qualities of continuity and fluidity. Subsequently, the section discusses the significant symbolic, phe-
nomenological and parametric imperatives engaged on each of the floor levels. The objective is to understand how all these imperatives can mediate 
between one another to unify as a whole while maintaining their own identity. ultimately, visualization of interior experiences are illustrated and discussed 
in conjunction with a sensorial chart as a designing guideline, to present the co-existence and reconciliation between “contradictory” imperatives of phe-
nomenological and parametric spatiality.

longitudinal Section facing west
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IV. experImental DeSIgn

Each floor level is a family of related forms that grows in complexity as the forms gradually rise from the lowest levels to produce a “continuity” incorpo-

rating differences. Parametric elegance is maintained in the organizational, spatial and aesthetic fluidity of the design. The elegance specifically resides 

in the seamless integration of all these factors to bring together a single, sinuous form. by comprising a family of interrelated forms, this allows for the 

integration and separation of particular experiential situations in response to specific symbolic intentions, and also for the careful modulation of each 

lower level 3 lower level 2 lower level 1

5. parametrIc malleabIlIty

mulgrave Street

Thorndon Quay

aitken Street

mulgrave Street

Thorndon Quay

aitken Street

mulgrave Street

Thorndon Quay

aitken Street
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ground level level 1 level 2

form’s curvature in order to contain phenomenal experiences. While there is an organic continuity to the interior surfaces of the design, each space simul-

taneously retains its own unique qualities defined by the integration of phenomenal properties. The complex formal and existential relationships that result 

in the design enable a range of moods that further enhance the integration of sensorial sensibility, as illustrated in the following pages.

mulgrave Street

Thorndon Quay

aitken Street

mulgrave Street

Thorndon Quay

aitken Street

mulgrave Street

Thorndon Quay

aitken Street
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IV. experImental DeSIgn

lower level 3

Interior 05 - archive

Interior 04 - archive entry

parametric intentions: at the lowest level, the parametric form projects itself forward to lead to a focal point of an oval form that is the core 

of the intervention, the destination of the journey, the archive. Fluidity and dynamism are expressed by the thin, bare-boned quality of or-

ganic form that interpenetrates with the geometric oval, to create a subtle transition from one experiential situation to the other, the archive 

entry to the center of the archive. 

phenomenological intentions: contained within the organic form, phenomenal elements are exhibited through the dramatic contrasts of 

dark and light filtering through the organic concave pillars. Due to the level totally below grade, dark shadows are invited to inhabit the 

spaces.

Symbolic narrative intentions: the space is symbolically encircled by concave pillars descending from above to mark the containment of 

knowledge. The oval form is also a direct reflection positioning vertically to the pool above, seen at the entrance, presenting an opportunity 

for self-contemplation and revelation.

6. IntegratIng SymbolIc, phenomenologIcal anD parametrIc ImperatIVeS In plan

totally below grade
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Interior 05 - archive Interior 04 - archive entry

lower level 2
parametric intentions: Spatiality is transformed vertically by the continuous surface that gradually rises from the previous level in which spa-

tial atmospheres subtly transform but still bear the same traits. 

phenomenological intentions: phenomenal experiences are stimulated by the contrast of the upper and submerged levels creating and 

provoking a sense of anticipation. The surreal quality of light seemed mysteriousness and ambiguous which are phenomenologically inter-

twined. additionally, the level is at grade to the east and below grade to the west, thus spaces are articulated to homogenous light on the 

east and deeper contrast to the west.

Symbolic narrative intentions: the archive submerged at the very bottom level of the building becomes an opportunity for being the resting 

place of archival memories. Knowledge of the protection offered by the underground is as old as humanity itself, it symbolizes the human 

heart as the spiritual ‘centre’. the journey is experienced on a broad stairway descending from the upper surface to the submerged depths. 

This symbolizes the echoes of time from past to present, a symbol of consciousness, reflecting the formal duality between the profane and 

the sacred.

(from above)

below grade to the West
at grade to the east

(from above)
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lower level 1
parametric intentions: a curved path (shown in red above) branches out in continuity from the primary parametric form, precisely modulated 

with light to complement the fluidity of its form. 

phenomenological intentions: Lower level 1 does not contain of the five sequential events; therefore, it acts as a threshold to connect the 

sequences together. Forms are articulated to an open floor plan to introduce shafts of light into the archive entry.

Symbolic narrative intentions: Descending from the spiral stairway of the pool entrance above, one arrives at a corresponding circular plat-

form and is directed along an extended curved path. The path serves to prolong the sequence of the transition and emphasizes the three-

dimensional form of the design as inhabitants move around its perimeter. The journey invites meditation, introspection, and reflection while 

descending to the depths of the archive.

IV. experImental DeSIgn
6. IntegratIng SymbolIc, phenomenologIcal anD parametrIc ImperatIVeS In plan

above grade to the east
below grade to the West
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gound level
parametric intentions: Denying the uniform orthogonal grid pattern of the archive, transformation continuity is achieved through the rela-

tions of scale between the circular and oval forms. 

phenomenological intentions: The circular pool is designed with the epitome of eloquent simplicity; aligning itself to the axis of the entrance, 

it acts as the threshold to the archive beneath. Water is specifically being used as a phenomenal lens to create refraction phenomena, bring-

ing attention to the transformation of rays of light within the space. 

Symbolic narrative intentions: by means of a spiral staircase cutting through the pool, inhabitants descend to the serene archive under-

ground. the path taken by the inhabitants “through the water” liberates them from daily preoccupations and prepares them for the tran-

scendental. Juxtaposed to the pool is a flow of path that leads to an oval form of descending steps. The inward, enclosed quality invites the 

inhabitants to retreat inside.

Interior 01 - entrance Interior 02 - reading area

at grade to the West
above grade to the east
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parametric intentions: level 1 is totally above grade and exposed to natural sunlight from all orientation. thus, the structure and materiality 

of the parametric formation is carefully modulated to enhance light and shadow effects passing through to the lower level. the experience 

generated in this level involves motion conceptions governed by gravity, which is created by the fluidity of parametric formation.

phenomenological intentions: Interior 03 is located at the south end of the building, it is the transition point in which the parametric form is 

beginning to integrate phenomenological conditions through to the lowest level. the forms are manipulated to prepare the inhabitation of 

darkness and shadows to the lower levels, admitting light in a way that simulates a night sky.

Symbolic narrative intentions: the symbolic planes of underground, earth and sky are evoked by the vertical transition of darkness into light. 

the anchor point that contains interior 03 is like a cosmic monolith rising from the bottom level through to the top like an axis mundi.

Interior 03 - transition

IV. experImental DeSIgn
6. IntegratIng SymbolIc, phenomenologIcal anD parametrIc ImperatIVeS In plan

level 1

totally above grade
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parametric intentions: Attached to the roof is a lattice frame that serves to contain the office and managements of the archive. The frame 

follows the fluidity of form from the level beneath it, it helps to reinforce and support the structure of the building.

phenomenological intentions: totally exposed to all orinetation of daylight, the structural lattice of the ceiling helps spread rays across the 

bottom levels. Different directions and overlapping each other, light is granted the power to cut and etch on solid forms. throughout the 

day, it is like a sundial, revealing the passing of time.

Symbolic narrative intentions: the skeletal lattice frame is the very symbol of open space, bearing the characteristics of lightness, it is dy-

namic, continuous, and ever-growing. It is like a frame that holds the sky to separate if off the ground.

level 2

totally above grade
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InterIor 01 - entrance (the begInnIng)
parametric Imperatives 

the spiral ramp in the center of the space exhibits a sense of lightness that contrasts sharply with its own inert condition, 

creating an anti-gravitational illusion. The elegance of the space is specifically intensified through the suggestion of fluid-

ity and dynamism of parametric form passing above. It implicates a coherent continuity from an adjacent space that is 

not visible from this perspective. Smooth transitions are displayed by material suppleness and enhanced by the seamless 

integration. 

phenomenological Imperatives 

The existential and temporal quality of the interior is mediated by the presence of the water. The water from the pool 

serves as a phenomenal lens with transformative strength that reflects patterns of movement on the smooth and shiny 

parametric surfaces. It provides a sense of purity and renewal to its inhabitants. additionally, a sense of gravity is pro-

jected through the sinking aspect of the spiral stairway into the center of the pool; the depth expresses a phenomenon 

that creates a sense of secrecy and anticipation. 

Integration 

this interior is largely dominated by parametric imperatives while phenomenal properties are subtly introduced as static 

elements in the scene. the articulation of sunlight in the interior is the main source that integrates both opposites. Direct 

sunlight (which defines the phenomenological) enters from the north while diffuse light (which defines the parametric) 

enters from the south. the haptic experience of the space transforms over time depending on the orientation of sunlight 

that is articulated into the interior. the clarity or dissolving of form in the interior is animated by the refraction of the 

water, reflective surface and shifting patterns of sunlight. These sensations all merge into one complex transformative 

experience.
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IV. experImental DeSIgn
7. IntegratIng phenomenologIcal anD parametrIc ImperatIVeS In 3-DImenSIonS (SpatIally)
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Sensory Systems Design experiential encounters

haptic System Smooth plaster employed to mirror the many states and 
transformative properties of water

the closure effect of the massive form has the characteristic of 
a liquid: dynamic, continuous, and ever growing 

The reflecting surfaces create a mirrored effect that allows for an enclosed 
space between reality and illusion

a sense of containment arises from the sheltered form. Simultaneously, 
the stairway down to the depths creates a sense of secrecy, a sense of 
expectation

auditory System relies on silent and contemplative nature of water Silencing all external noises and focusing attention to an individual’s 
existence, creating a sense of connection and solidarity

Taste/Smell System high mineral concentration that produces a salty metallic 
smell in water

Salty smell recalls the depth of the ocean

Visual System The powers of reflection, refraction and the transformation of 
rays of light through water

A sense of movement through the reflective pattern of water on the static 
parametric surface, a sense of purity and renewal

basic-orientation 
System

Gravity and the rising/sinking aspect of the ground. In one 
way, it is heavy and sinking, on the other, it is defying gravity 
rising up from bottom

experiencing a sensation of accelerating speed governed by gravity to free 
ourselves while the other encounter is with underground phenomena that 
bring us back to the depth

experImental DeSIgn

InterIor 01 - entrance (the begInnIng)

phenomenologIcal ImperatIVeS relatIng to the 5 SenSory SyStemS
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InterIor 02 - reaDIng area (the SearchIng)
parametric Imperatives 

The elegance of the interior emerges from the qualities of lightness and fluidity of each parametric form. The furniture on 

the ground encourages a sense of continuity by gradually rising from the ground radiating outwards, while the oval form 

suspended in the center of the space yields a sense of weightlessness. each form exhibits relations between parts and the 

whole. Simultaneously, multiple effects result from diffuse light falling on the layered curved surfaces, allowing the space 

to evoke different moods and emotions. 

phenomenological Imperatives 

Sensorial experiences are projected through the fusion of diverse materials, from a coarse stone concrete in the back-

ground to a smooth reflective surface in the foreground. The contrast provides a sense of containment of lightness within 

the heavy boundaries, opposites of weight and weightlessness. a gravitational pull can be observed by the downward 

spiraling movement of the ground plane, creating an effect that guides inhabitants into the space. 

Integration 

While the interior is dominated by parametric qualities in the foreground, the background offers tactile sensations of 

textured concrete surfaces that create a unifying perspective. the color of the glass from the parametric form seemingly 

blends in with the background. The possibility of variation between light and dark, smooth and rough is intensified de-

pending on the viewer’s position. While approaching the interior, the oval parametric form generates effects from trans-

lucency to fluidity but as one moves beneath the form, darkness and contrast begins to dominate the perception. Light, 

shadow, translucency, texture and fluidity all participate in a complete experience of the interior.
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IV. experImental DeSIgn
7. IntegratIng phenomenologIcal anD parametrIc ImperatIVeS In 3-DImenSIonS (SpatIally)
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Sensory Systems Design experiential encounters

haptic System Fusing different qualities of material from a coarse 
stone concrete in the background to a smooth plaster in 
foreground 

the layering effect in which planes ‘lie’ upon one another 
is seen through holes and openings, creating difference in 
depth between dark and light areas

the contrast of materials provides a sense of containment, of lightness 
within the heavy boundaries, evoking a liberated sense of natural 
duration 

the contrast of light and darkness projects a sense of shelter

auditory System Sound absorbent acoustical tiles are used for the 
parametric form while rough concrete is used for the outer 
layer to project subtle echoes

Sense of awareness created by subtle echoes that penetrate through 
the silence of the reading area, encouraging unconscious gathering of 
information

Taste/Smell System negligible component negligible component

Visual System the use of glass to evoke images that are directly related to 
water

Encouraging experiences of illusions and dreams, glass floating in the 
space references a dense deep cloud-like sense of expression

basic-orientation System The sunken floor creates a downward spiraling movement 
inward. 
Simultaneously, the furniture creates a radiating motion 
that expands outwards

creating a gravitational pull that guides people into the space

experImental DeSIgn

InterIor 02 - reaDIng area (the SearchIng)

phenomenologIcal ImperatIVeS relatIng to the 5 SenSory SyStemS
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InterIor 03 - tranSItIon (the groWth)
parametric Imperatives 

Parametric implications are less dominant in the interior as the symbolic narrative intention requires a significant sense 

of contrast in its architectural experience. Thus, the visibility of parametric qualities are in turn minimized to carry out a 

stronger dialogue and interaction with the environment. the surface continuity of the ground plane is discontinued by an 

abrupt change of material, a distinct soft to hard transition. this discontinuity enhances an awareness of the haptic and 

visual experience. 

phenomenological Imperatives 

the negative space has in turn become the dominant form in the scene that reinforce the senses. Deep, dark, metaphori-

cal shadows are created in contrast to the intensity of light coming through the skylight subsequently creating a sense of 

mass and weight in perception. the symmetry and directional path carry an image of fundamental order, balancing and 

maintaining the force of gravity. 

Integration 

The opposites are unified by the distinct contrast of the atmosphere, positive and negative elements. Together they form 

an inseparable reality in which their relationship visually switches identities back and forth almost simultaneously. this 

interior symbolically signifies the transition point between earth and sky. Thus, surface openings on the upper levels are 

designed to maximize the range of light conditions that allows parametric dominance, where diffuse light can be utilized. 

on the other hand, lower levels begin to invite phenomenological to dominate where higher contrast and deeper shad-

ows are utilized.
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7. IntegratIng phenomenologIcal anD parametrIc ImperatIVeS In 3-DImenSIonS (SpatIally)
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Sensory Systems Design experiential encounters

haptic System Hard concrete with patina is used in contrast to soft shiny reflective tiles, 
indicating transition of a threshold

The contrast of texture influences different moods of the 
inhabitants. the coarse concrete is more energizing while 
the reflective tiles are more relaxing

auditory System hard surfaces used to project bouncing sound waves to indicate clearly 
defined boundaries

blending between interior and exterior sounds signifying change of position

hard surfaces send sound waves in every direction, making 
space quieter, a sense of tranquility. The open area blends 
with exterior sounds to create a feeling of liberation from 
enclosure

Taste/Smell System A whiff of floral when moving up the ramp to indicate a change of space the alteration of smell expresses contrast of open and 
closure

Visual System Deep dark contrast between light and shadow to indicate separation. 
Additionally, material colour is used to influence the directional path

a sense of freedom is created by the brightness and 
lightness of the upper level, while a sense of grounding and 
weight is created by the darker surface below.

basic-orientation 
System

two symmetrical paths penetrate out of the void of the oval slab

Symmetry and directional path carries an image of fundamental order, 
balancing and maintaining the force of gravity

creating a sense of power that wells up from beneath.

a sense of movement inward and outward is displayed 
while expressing both enclosure and expansion

InterIor 03 - tranSItIon (the groWth)

experImental DeSIgn

phenomenologIcal ImperatIVeS relatIng to the 5 SenSory SyStemS
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InterIor 04 - archIVe entry (the DeSIre)
parametric Imperatives 

the parametric forms exhibit both weight and weightlessness, heightened by the choice of contrasting materials. the 

parametric form become progressively rougher and articulated as it descends from the upper to the lower level. the 

continuity of forms serves to signify the beginning of a spatial path, directing visitors towards the subsequent spatial ex-

perience. the malleability of the curving slope establishes a continuity between the form and the rigid shelves, creating 

a sense of dynamic flow. 

phenomenological Imperatives 

The perceptual and existential strength of the interior is driven by the quality of light and shadow shaped by solids and 

voids of this space. Instead of being utilized to outline form, the shadows serve as means to decompose and blur the 

textured materials on the ceiling. Simultaneously, the interplay of light and shadow emphasizes the path that leads to the 

following interior. haptic and visual experiences are stimulated by the contrast of materials on the ceiling and ground 

plane. on the other hand, basic-orientation system is heightened by the rising aspect of the ground and the feeling of a 

spontaneous sensation of accelerating speed.

Integration 

The movement in space and time creates a unique atmosphere, evocative of anticipation. The opposite imperatives 

allow a range of dynamic lighting, revealing and concealing simultaneously. the interior belies a sense of elegance 

that emerges from overlapping spaces, materials, light and shadow, forming a complete perception. the opposites are 

brought together by the interplay of coarse and fine textures. Rough textures runs through the fluid parametric ceiling 

while the rising floor plane become increasingly geometric and delicate. Thus, one is faced with a mental state dictated 

by two types of experience: one involves parametric fluidity governed by weight; the other involves a sense of lightness 

that wells up from beneath. The contrast results in a conflict between balance and dynamism.
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Sensory Systems Design experiential encounters

haptic System change of temperature to cooler in relation to the upper level

rough texture is projected out on the ceiling to contrast the 
smooth surface on the ground

Annihilating clear and solid reality, provoking inhabitants into quiet 
waves of reverie and daydream

evoking a gap of time where the reality lies suspended between waking 
states

auditory System Sound absorbent materials on ceiling used to remove all 
external noise

mood of contemplation making inhabitants aware and sounding the 
depths of the inhabitants’ own inner space

creates a chilling mood of absence and solitude

Taste/Smell System Whiffs of aged paper recalling a space of memories and thought

Visual System Shadows act to blur and decompose finished materials and are 
imperceptibly submerged

penetration of a stronger light source to the depths of the 
shadow

the removal of light source to washed shadows obscures enclosure and 
containment, creating a sense of mystification, and sacred in nature

evokes an aura of sanctity

basic-orientation 
System

The detached floor frees the path allowing inhabitants to 
symbolically encounter a representation of water

Stairway intersects the parametric form and acts to separate the 
upper and lower levels

mysterious and provoking hidden depths of the unconscious

conveys a feeling of being one with the cosmic roots, at the bottomless 
depth of a cave

experImental DeSIgn

InterIor 04 - archIVe entry (the DeSIre)

phenomenologIcal ImperatIVeS relatIng to the 5 SenSory SyStemS
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InterIor 05 - archIVe (the KnoWleDge)
parametric Imperatives

While there are still indications of continuity in form and surface transitioning from the prior interior, parametric impera-

tives are less dominant in the scene. The intention for an experience of solitude and of isolation requires a discontinuity 

and termination to the space in which the fluidity of the form is gradually submerged into the surrounding shadows. The 

symbolic purposes aspire to create a dialogue of imperfection and time, hence, parametric articulation is such that they 

are perceptually incomplete. 

phenomenological Imperatives 

the authenticity of architectural experience in the interior is grounded in the isolation and separation from the prior ex-

periential interiors. The feeling of place and the definition of space and focus is achieved by the remoteness of beams 

of artificial light thrown into the scene. A sense of place is generated through the contrast of deep significant shadow 

that surrounds the central void. the basic-orientation system is triggered by the position of the space which is vertically 

beneath the pool at the beginning of the sequential interiors, signifying the closing stages of the journey.

Integration

The strength of light and shadow acts to mediate both opposites; the continuity and fluidity of a parametric form is pres-

ent, but light is used as a corroding agent in which the shadows created wear away what is solid, deforming the visual 

impression of parametric volumes. The shadows dissolve the form sufficiently to divorce it from the purely visual, yet never 

quite destroying the form. Thus, both imperatives seemingly negotiate with one another.
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Sensory Systems archive experiential encounters

haptic System Warmer colours are employed in the centre of the space in 
relation to the surrounding forms

Reflective and shiny surfaces on the floor symbolically mirror the 
hard surface of the cave-like ceiling, like water

the surrounding blackness brings an oceanic feeling with the central 
space, slowly healing the separation between inner and outer space

auditory System hard materials are used to echo every move of the inhabitant in 
the center while sound absorbent materials are used within its 
surrounding to remove external noise 

mood of contemplation makes inhabitants aware of and sounding the 
depths of the inhabitants’ own inner space

creates a chilling mood of absence and solitude

Taste/Smell System Whiffs of aged paper recalling a space of memories and thought

Visual System Admitting a penetration of artificial light that stimulates the 
darkness of the archive

mythical planes of earth and underworld are evoked by the transitions 
of darkness into light

basic-orientation 
System

position of an individual is directly under the pool from “the 
beginning”

The detached floor frees the path allowing inhabitants to 
symbolically encounter a representation of water

Signifying the end of a journey 

A departure from reality and a sense purification

experImental DeSIgn

InterIor 05 - archIVe (the KnoWleDge)

phenomenologIcal ImperatIVeS relatIng to the 5 SenSory SyStemS
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IV. experImental DeSIgn
8. IntegratIVe chart

The chart above illustrates a comparison of the imperatives within each interior scene. Divided into five different categories, the intensity 

of each imperative in the interior is indicated from low, medium to high depending on the particularities of the space.
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V. concluSIon

based on the series of 5 detailed design experiments conducted, the thesis concludes that the dual existence of the parametric and phe-

nomenological can take place within the contingency and particularities of experience. the act of mediating both phenomenological and 

parametric imperatives offers different opportunities with every circumstance, situation and motivation. the coexistence of both opposites is 

like the interplay between objective and subjective, thought and feeling. the dominance between parametric and phenomenological condi-

tions are transferred from upper to bottom level through natural light, textures, gravity, fluidity and continuity. In response to the exposed 

east facade above grade on the ground level, range of light conditions are maximized to generate homogenous qualities thus inviting para-

metric dominance. on the other hand, the archive at the lower levels are totally below grade, inviting the encounter with an underground 

phenomena, drawing significance of shadows, silence, weight and roughness; interpreted as earth’s primeval forces. The upper levels want 

to be independent, whereas to be down at the bottom is confining. While there is an inherent dominance to either parametric or phenom-

enological imperatives for each interior, both are always apparent in a complex experience.

In a particular situation, light can be controlled to hold both imperatives together. the orientation of natural daylight that penetrates into the 

interior can simultaneously transform the form and surface to suggest fluidity and continuity or static and discontinuity. Unity may emerge 

from extreme contrasts that run through a spatial sequence. Interplay of light and material allows positive and negative elements to visually 

switch identities back and forth concurrently, creating a multiplicity of visual and haptic phenomena. Deep dark shadows can be controlled 

as mediators that gradually dissolve a parametric form, deforming its solid volumes while never really destroying the form. Depending on 

the position of an individual, the possibility of experience generated can vary between light and dark, smooth and rough, loud and quiet, 

weight and weightlessness, and continuity and discontinuity.

the phenomena juxtapose two “incongruous” imperatives together to yield a dynamic tension that heightens sensorial response, while si-

multaneously expressing aesthetics and phenomenal experience. Each experiential situation is unique and by considering the engagement 

of the five sensory systems, we are able to manipulate this duality in response to the particularities of space. Ultimately, these sensations will 

combine within one complex experience to heighten and transform our awareness of our unique existence in space.
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